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Prologue

How is it possible that the entire Universe can be so organized as to perfectly 
represent the consciousness of every single organism 

at every moment of its life? 

Astrology asserts that the Universe revolves around each one of us. 

However, Copernicus discovered, many centuries ago, that we are not even remotely the 
center of the Universe, making astrology seem an antiquated part of an outmoded idea.

But, what if the Universe itself is centered around a higher dimension, 
a Mental Plane which organizes and contains the Universe? 

Evidence of astrology is evidence of the Mental Plane.

If so, the Universe itself must be one single organism, which is the body of 
one single self-aware consciousness who is creating a multitude of 

simultaneous, interacting experiences that exist within it 
as a projection of the mind.  
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IntroduCtIon

This book presents the results of a statistical research project in terms that any student of 
astrology can understand and apply. It reveals my statistical findings as well as a model 
of the nature of the planets and the structure of the zodiac. To my knowledge, this is the 
first project of its kind. Its contents are original and can enhance the way people view 
astrology. It can also improve the knowledge and accuracy of astrologers, giving them a 
solid basis for their interpretations. My hope is that this book will stir enthusiasm in many 
others to do similar research into astrology’s effects on human and planetary existence 
and the many ways that it can be used to better our lives.

summary

In the first few chapters of this book, I attempt to show how the universe is organized 
and how the planets and zodiac reflect this pattern in our solar system. Every feature of 
this pattern is analyzed statistically. The 12 sign zodiac came to exist by projecting con-
sciousness, represented by the planets, into time and space. I studied the hemispheres, 
which represent duality, the quadrants, which represent the four planes of being, the four 
elements, which represent space, and the three modes, which represent time. All calcula-
tions were done in the Tropical zodiac, which uses the Sun’s position at the Spring equi-
nox as its starting point for Aries.

In the next few chapters, the full statistical results and descriptions are shown for each 
sign. Students can use the tables to analyze directly how planets express through the 1st 
and 9th harmonics as well as each 1/9th portion of every sign. Most results are consistent 
with traditional meanings for the signs. The next two chapters show the results of the stud-
ies on planetary aspects and planets on the 4 Axis points (Ascendant, Descendant, Mid-
heaven, and Imum Coeli). Following this are a few examples of how to apply this study 
to chart reading. There are the charts of some famous sports figures, a comparison of Bill 
Gates and Steve Jobs, and studies of O.J. Simpson and Adolf Hitler.

In the final section, each group’s findings are shown in detail and include a summary 
of the major findings. The interpretations are meant only to be suggestions for analysis 
since I do not presume to be an expert psychologist on 80 different groups of people. 
Each group’s section has a summary table listing all relevant findings. Most groups have a 
very noticeable theme, which strongly validates the entire study. For example, Actors are 
strong in Aquarius in both the 1st and 9th harmonics, have frequent Venus aspects, have 
Venus frequent on the 4 Axis points, and are strong in the Fixed mode and Fixed sector 
(Fixed represents love and stability).  The number of people in each group study is also 
listed in the upper left corner of this table.  
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methodology

I used 12,566 human birth charts, which were collected by Lois Rodden. She took me-
ticulous notes on each person and listed their careers, hobbies, and life events as well as 
the reliability of the source of the birth data. For months, I organized the birth charts into 
as many groups as possible with at least 70 people in them. I ended up with 80 different 
groups, some with over 1,200 people. Most groups are based on indisputable facts about 
a person’s life, which helped eliminate subjective decision-making on my part. Many 
individuals are in more than one study group (less than two on average). For instance, an 
actor who had a heart attack and 4 children would be in all three study groups. 

The statistical analysis for this project was done in two ways. The first method was to 
compile the raw data for each technique studied, then calculate their positions on a 
Normal Curve without regard for planetary cycles or population trends. This was done by 
comparing the actual results to the same expected values. If the result for a finding was in 
the upper or lower 5%, it was considered significant. This method is used throughout the 
book to show the signs and planets in which each study group is dominant.

For instance, there are 216 people in the Military study group. The average number of 
people with the Moon in each zodiac sign is 18 (216 divided by 12). In this case, 25 
people with the Moon in any sign would be in the upper 5% of the Normal Curve. In the 
Military study group, 29 people have their Moon in the sign of Capricorn and it is, there-
fore, considered a significant finding. 

The second method was to compare the raw data for each technique studied with control 
groups which are best suited to the data. The sum of each planetary position and aspect 
for every study group is compared to its expected value, which is based on the amount 
of time planets spend in each position or aspect as well as the population density for the 
study group. This method was used to calculate all numerical probabilities of each event 
occurring and are shown in the Top Findings and the Study Group sections of the book. 
In the book, there are over 65 findings with odds above 1 in 1,000, which is equivalent to 
tossing a coin on its head 10 times in a row. 
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summary of fIndIngs

In the course of this study, I have noticed many important findings. They are here summa-
rized and are revealed in full detail in the body of this book: 

1) The solar, lunar, daily, and inter-planetary cycles all share the same basic structure. 
They are each divided into four quadrants which correspond with the four major areas of 
life expression: Individual, Relations, Groups, and Universal. 

2) Libra and Aquarius should have their meanings reversed. The 11th sign position in the 
1st and 9th harmonic studies is full of groups which emphasize attractiveness and relation-
ships, while the 7th sign position is weak with the same groups and strong with thinkers.

3) Virgo is strongly associated with sexuality and difficult life circumstances. Perhaps, 
Virgo the Virgin should be called Virgo the non-Virgin. 

4) The Sun and Pluto function more powerfully when they are alone in the sky and not in 
any aspect relationship with other planetary bodies. 

5) Unlike Mercury, Venus expresses its positive attributes best when retrograde and its 
negative attributes most when direct.

6) Mars is statistically strong for people whose life span was under 29 years and is statisti-
cally weak for people who have lived over 80 years. 

7) Neptune is much more connected with personal endeavors than with spirituality. 
Groups strong with Neptune were mostly aggressive and hands-on such as Business 
Owners, Corporate Tycoons, Criminal Careers, Military, Police, and Wealthy. 

8) The dominant inter-planetary aspect pattern is the 36th harmonic (every 10 degrees). 

9) The 9th harmonic chart represents the inner self and is equal in value to the 1st harmon-
ic chart, which represents the outer self. There is a strong correspondence between the 
two, with 19 groups strong in the same sign(s) for both harmonics.

10) The Rising Sign is an overestimated technique for evaluating the personality, since its 
distribution is highly skewed in locations North and South of the Equator. 

11) Planets have a strong influence when on the four axis points (Asc-Dsc, MC-IC), but 
little influence from being in spaces in between them (the houses).

12) Traditional planetary rulerships of signs have little correlation to the signs where plan-
ets are actually strongest or weakest.
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 summary of grouP fIndIngs by sIgn

Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo
Children 4+ Alcoholics Business Owners Child Prodigy Astrologers Actors
Heart Attack Children 4+ Twins Corporate Tycoons Lawyers AIDS
Math/Physics Comedians Culinary Models Alcoholics
Salespeople Murderers Depression Psychics Cancer
Sex Workers Same Job 10+ yrs Fashion Designers Child Abuse Victims

Sports Singers Infant Mortality Child Performers
Sports Presidents Children none
Suicide Salespeople Criminal Careers

Teachers K-12 Depression
Twins Drug Abuse

Homicide Victims
Marriage late/never

Medical
Military
Obesity

Only Child
Out Of Body - NDE

Priests
Sex Abuse Victims

Sex Offenders
Sex Symbols
Sex Workers

Writers

Libra Scorpio Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces
Activists Activists Marriage 15+ yrs Composers Actors Artists

AIDS Salespeople Fighters Brilliant Mind Brilliant Mind
Astrologers Scientists Homosexuals Children 4+ Life Long 80+ yrs

Child Abuse Victims Military Comedians Mental Handicap
Child Performer Models Homicide Victims
Criminal Careers Scientists Marriage 15+ years

Fighters Technical Marriage late/never
Homosexuals Writers Only Child
Math/Physics Politicians
Mental Illness Salespeople

Murderers Suicide
Mystics

Psychiatrists
Royalty

Sex Symbols
Spiritual Teachers

Transvestites
Wealthy

Widowed
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summary of grouP fIndIngs by Planet

Moon Sun Mercury Venus Mars Jupiter
Business Owners Journalists Adopted Actors Cancer Criminal Careers

Child Abuse Victims Politicians Brilliant Mind Artists Criminal Careers Homicide Victims
Culinary Priests Children none Child Performer Life Short 29- yrs Life Short 29- yrs

Fiction Writers Professors Engineers Child Prodigy Math/Physics Marriage 15+ yrs
Mental Illness Salespeople Instrumentalists Children 4+ Wealthy Obesity

Models Songwriters Mental Handicap Culinary Only Child
Poets Psychics Fashion Designers Sex Symbols

Presidents Widowed Inheritance Spiritual Teachers
Sex Offenders Marriage 15+ yrs
Sex Workers Obesity
Stroke Victim Only Child

Presidents
Royalty

Songwriters
Spiritual Teachers

Transvestites

Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto Chiron
Adopted Activists Actors, Comedians AIDS Alcoholics

AIDS Child Prodigy Business Owners Cancer Infant Mortality
Birth Defect Engineers Corporate Tycoons Fighters Mentally Handicapped

Infant Mortality Heart Attack Criminal Careers Lawyers Military
Math/Physics Suicide Drug Abuse Medical Murderers

Military Homicide Victims Murderers Priests
Out Of Body - NDE Journalists Royalty Sports

Scientists Lawyers Sex Workers
Sex Abuse Victims Mental Illness Sports

Stroke Military
Technical Musicians
Writers Obesity

Police
Singers

Songwriters
Teachers K-12

Wealthy
         

These tables are a summary of the findings by sign and planet. For every group, the overall statis-
tical strength of each sign was assessed by observing the results of both the 1st and 9th harmonic 
studies. The strength of each planet was assessed by observing the results of the studies on plan-
etary aspects, planets on the 4 Axis points, midpoints, and retrograde motion. Full details are 
shown in the group study section of the book.
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Planets and the ZodIaC

Our inner self, in its solitude, has no expression and, therefore, cannot be described with 
symbols. However, our inner self has a body which is composed of consciousness. We 
call it the soul. This represents the primordial duality, the inner and outer aspects of mind 
- awareness and consciousness, and is the basic principle or building block with which 
we create and experience our conscious reality. 

The Yin Yang symbol represents this most basic duality, from which all creation develops. 
The Moon’s cycle is symbolic of this original duality as well. The New Moon represents 
Yin, subjective awareness, and the Full Moon represents Yang, objective consciousness. 

Duality and the process of creation can also be symbolized by a wave. The upward arc 
represents an outward movement and the downward arc represents an inward movement.
 

Duality

Outward Inward
Yang Yin

Positive Negative
Active Passive

Electric Magnetic

Duality takes place in four major areas of life: the individual, relations, groups, and the 
universal. The individual area of life represents a single unit of life and involves the de-
velopment of a being’s abilities. The relations area of life represents the interaction of 
two beings and involves learning how we contrast with others, how we fit in and how 
we stand out. The groups area of life represents the functioning of an entity composed of 
many beings and involves taking on responsibilities by learning how we can contribute to 
a group such as our family and community. The universal area of life represents the indi-
vidual being’s connection to the whole and involves seeking knowledge about the nature 
of life and finding one’s higher purpose.
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the Planets

The planetary bodies of our solar system represent our consciousness as they express in 
the four major areas of life. They do this by forming duality pairs within each area: 
 
Individual
The Sun and Moon represent the outward and inward movements of the individual. They 
represent our childhood dilemma of development through exploration vs. seeking secu-
rity. Our lunar consciousness seeks to nurture and protect ourselves in a private setting, 
while our solar consciousness seeks attention in the world to display the special qualities 
we developed in private.

Relations
Mars and Venus represent the movements away from and towards each other. They repre-
sent the dilemma of our youth of asserting our individuality vs. getting along with others 
and fitting in. Our Martian consciousness seeks to separate ourselves from others in order 
to have freedom and to compete for survival. Our Venusian consciousness seeks to attract 
others toward us in order to have happy and productive relationships.

Groups
Jupiter and Saturn represent the expansive and contracting forces of the beliefs and val-
ues shared by groups of people. They represent our dilemma of seeking the freedom to 
find our own truths vs. accepting the conventional wisdom from our surroundings. Jupiter 
represents a person’s need to grow and find ways to explore one’s potential and impact 
group movements. Saturn represents the need to conform to our cultural expectations and 
take responsibilities upon one’s self, becoming a productive member of society.   

Universal
Neptune and Uranus represent the universal process of dreaming and awakening. They 
represent the dilemma of remaining in a comfortable illusion vs. awakening to truth and 
letting go of one’s attachments. Neptune’s dreaming is our one self’s way of imagining 
itself into being as a multitude of expressions in an objective universe. It represents the 
loss of knowledge of our true self. Uranus’ awakening is the process of remembering and 
returning to our one true self. In eastern traditions, this is known as the out-breath and the 
in-breath of God. 

the ZodIaC's Quadrants

The zodiac, through which planets travel and find expression, is also a representation of 
the four major areas of life. There are three ways this can be seen. First, it can be divided 
into four quadrants: 

The first quadrant, which is composed of Aries, Taurus, and Gemini, represents the indi-
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vidual area of life. Its season is the Spring, which is a seeking and expansive time. In the 
life cycle, it begins at birth and represents childhood. 

The second quadrant, which is composed of Cancer, Leo, and Virgo, represents the per-
sonal relations area of life. Its season is the Summer, which is a creative and joyful time of 
ripening. In the life cycle, it begins at puberty, and represents youth. Together, the first two 
quadrants represent the process of developing personal qualities and talents.

The third quadrant, which is composed of Libra, Scorpio, and Sagittarius, represents the 
group activities area of life. Its season is the Fall, which is a time of maturing, gaining in-
fluence and insight, and reaping the fruits of one's efforts. In the life cycle, it begins when 
many of us get married, start a family, and pursue a career and represents adulthood.

The fourth quadrant, which is composed of Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces, represents 
the areas of life of universal concern. Its season is the Winter, which is a contemplative 
and contractive time. In the life cycle, it begins at retirement, represents old age and ends 
at death. Together, the last two quadrants represent the process of finding one’s place 
within the collective and gaining knowledge of life.

(Childhood lasts 12 years, ending at the first Jupiter return. Youth lasts 18 years, ending at the first 
Saturn return. Adulthood lasts 30 years, ending at the second Saturn return. Life's end occurs near 
the Neptune opposition and Uranus return at ages 82-84, symbolizing waking up from a dream.)
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the elements

Secondly, each of the four elements in the zodiac, representing the substances of life, is 
associated with a major area of life: 

The individual area of life is associated with Fire, the spark of life, which represents light. 
The relations area of life is associated with Earth, the manifester of life, which represents 
matter. Fire and Earth are masculine elements which provide us with the vast majority of 
our energy.

The groups area of life is associated with Air, the communicator of life, which represents 
sound and the atmosphere. The universal area of life is associated with Water, the unifier 
of life. Air and Water are feminine elements which provide the spaces in which beings 
live and breath.

The elements cycle three times though the zodiac in the order Fire, Air, Earth, and Water. 
The Fire signs are Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius. The Air signs are Gemini, Libra, and Aquari-
us. The Earth signs are Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn. The Water signs are Cancer, Scorpio, 
and Pisces. 

dualIty In the ZodIaC

Thirdly, there are four phases of duality in the zodiac which represent the four major ar-
eas of life:
 
1) The 12 signs alternate every sign from extroverted to introverted, which corresponds 
with the Sun/Moon duality in individuals. In this way, the Fire signs and Air signs are ex-
troverted, and the Earth signs and Water signs are introverted. 

People whose birth charts have a powerful Sun or are dominant in Fire and Air signs are 
outgoing and seek to express their talents in public. People with a powerful Moon or are 
dominant in Earth and Water signs are withdrawn and pursue their interests in private.

2) The signs alternate every two signs from masculine to feminine which corresponds with 
the Mars/Venus duality in relations. In this way, Fire and Earth signs are masculine and Air 
and Water signs are feminine. 

People whose birth charts have a powerful Mars or are dominant in Fire and Earth signs 
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are dominant in relationships. People with a powerful Venus or are dominant in Air and 
Water signs are submissive and supportive in relationships, regardless of gender or sexual 
preference.

3) The signs alternate every three signs from expansive to contractive which corresponds 
with the Jupiter/Saturn duality in groups. In this way, the 1st and 3rd quadrants are expan-
sive and the 2nd and 4th quadrants are consolidating and contractive. 

People whose birth charts have a powerful Jupiter or are dominant in the 1st and 3rd quad-
rants follow their own beliefs and values and may impose them on others. People with a 
powerful Saturn or are dominant in the 2nd and 4th quadrants are abiding of their culture's 
laws and values and are responsive to the opinions of others.

4) The 1st hemisphere of the zodiac, Aries through Virgo, represents personal goals and 
outward development. The 2nd hemisphere, Libra through Pisces, represents collective 
integration and the development of maturity and wisdom. This corresponds with the Nep-
tune/Uranus duality in the universal process. 

People whose birth charts have a powerful Neptune or are dominant in the 1st hemisphere 
are focused on personal ambition. People with a powerful Uranus or are dominant in the 
2nd hemisphere are motivated to seek progress for the world.

the modes

The three modes, Cardinal, Fixed, and Mutable, represent the process of life. The Cardinal 
mode represents the power needed for creating life and represents forward movement. 
The Fixed mode is the desire to experience love and fulfillment and represents the preser-
vation of the present. The Mutable mode is the thinking mind which learns from the past, 
decides what knowledge needs to be retained and plans for the future. 

The modes cycle four times through the zodiac in the order Cardinal, Fixed, Mutable. The 
four quadrants of the zodiac are each composed of one mode cycle. In the first quadrant, 
Aries is Cardinal, Taurus is Fixed, and Gemini is Mutable. Every stage of life, represented 
by the quadrants, goes through the same process of the three modes. 

In addition, the entire zodiac can be divided into modes. The first third of the zodiac rep-
resents the Cardinal mode, the second third represents the Fixed mode, and the final third 
represents the Mutable mode.
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Quadrants

In order to see if the above model has any statistical evidence, I analyzed it using the 80 
study groups. The Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn were used. I left 
out the outer planets (Chiron, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto) because they are much slower 
moving and tend to show more of a generational (rather than personal) effect, by sign. I 
also did not use the rising sign because its distribution is heavily skewed and, therefore, 
has questionable value (see Appendix 1). I placed each group into any table where it 
showed statistical strength. Yellow highlights show theoretically expected results.

The zodiac divides into four quadrants or quarters: Quadrant 1: Aries to Gemini; Quad-
rant 2: Cancer to Virgo; Quadrant 3: Libra to Sagittarius; Quadrant 4: Capricorn to Pisces. 
Each quadrant shows a clear pattern, which mostly holds to the model. The first quadrant 
pertains to the individual self and personal will. The second quadrant is where the self 
interacts with others to achieve its will. The third quadrant is where we seek to understand 
others and increase our responsibilities through group interaction. The fourth quadrant is 
where we seek to understand life as a whole and be of service to the world.  

Personal Collective
Individual Relations Groups Universal

Business Owners Astrologers Activists Artists
Sports Cancer Patients Child Performers Brilliant Mind

Heart Attack (weak) Corporate Tycoons Criminal Careers Comedians
Drug Abuse Heart Attack Composers

Fashion Designers Life Short 29- years Inheritance
Lawyers Mental Illness Life Long 80+ years
Medical Mystics Math/Physicists
Military Royalty Mentally Handicapped
Models Sex Symbols Only Child

Murderers Sex Abuse Victims Presidents
Mystics Spiritual Teachers Scientists
Obesity Transvestites Technical

Only Child Widowed
Out Of Body - NDE

Poets
Politicians

Sex Abuse Victims
Sex Offenders
Sex Workers

Teachers K-12
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Through observing this study of the quadrants, we can see that people with largely per-
sonal goals are strong in quadrants 1 and 2. Sports showed up very strongly in quadrant 
1, verifying the idea that this sector is largely about personal ambition and asserting one’s 
will. Quadrants 2 and 3 contain many affliction groups, which were strongest in the 
signs Virgo and Scorpio. It is interesting that these are the two quadrants where the Sun is 
diminishing in strength for the majority of the human population. Most of the groups that 
are strong in quadrant 4 demonstrate mental skills and seek to affect the way we under-
stand the world, thus having a broad and lasting influence on society.

The following descriptions show the characteristics of a person dominated by a particular 
quadrant:

Quadrant 1 - Individual
The main focus of these people is on developing personal qualities in order to express 
themselves effectively. They place great faith in their native abilities and are less inclined 
to trust others with tasks that they feel they can do better on their own. They tend to be 
naively self-contained and highly subjective in their judgments. They place a great value 
on maintaining their privacy. They see themselves as independent individuals, capable of 
organizing their own lives. They are very self-centered.

Quadrant 2  - Relations
These people are focused on their personal relationships. They are strongly influenced 
by others, for better or worse, and by acts that they do not initiate. They seek fulfillment 
through the development and expansion of their talents and abilities in an attempt to ex-
perience positive, fulfilling interactions with others. 

Quadrant 3 - Groups
These people are highly perceptive and seek to understand others in order to have fulfill-
ing interactions with them. The achievement of any degree of self-realization requires that 
they give of themselves. Others may prove to be a drain on their energies and resources. 
They look for relationships with an objective, rather than personal outlook. They also 
want to be public and to play their part in society. 

Quadrant 4 - Universal
These people seek to have a strong influence on the world at large. They are highly 
self-contained individuals who are very much in control of their destiny. They are totally 
willing to consider others in life situations due to a sense of membership with humanity. 
They have a tendency to seek self-fulfillment through sharing with others, where success 
is measured not so much by their own standards but by what opinion others hold of them, 
especially regarding efforts that contribute to the world. This quadrant outlines the need to 
be focused on the goal of public service. 
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elements

The four elements represent space and embody the basic characteristics of our physical 
experience. Fire represents light, warmth, sight, and the directions down and South. The 
fire signs, Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius, are extroverted, masculine, individualistic, sensuous, 
emotional, and subjective. Earth represents matter, dryness, touch, taste, and the direc-
tions right and East. The Earth signs, Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn, are introverted, mascu-
line, individualistic, sensuous, rational, and objective. 

Air represents the atmosphere, coolness, sound, hearing, and the directions up and North. 
The Air signs, Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius, are extroverted, feminine, communal, intui-
tive, rational, and objective. Water represents liquids, wetness, smell, and the directions 
left and West. The Water signs, Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces, are introverted, feminine, 
communal, intuitive, emotional, and subjective.

The study on the four elements did not reveal too much about the nature of Fire and Air, 
since almost no groups were statistically strong in these elements. Instead, most of the 
groups that were strong by element were in Earth and Water. The groups strong in Earth 
were largely performers, which is not apparently highly consistent with the element’s con-
servative, practical nature. The groups strong in Water were largely contemplative types, 
which is consistent with this element’s private, sensitive nature.
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Fire Earth Air Water
Sex Workers Actors Salespeople Astrologers

Composers Child Prodigy
Lawyers Comedians
Military Criminal Careers

Musicians Infant Mortality
Out Of Body - NDE Mystics

Priests Poets
Singers Psychiatrists

Technical Psychics
Royalty

Spiritual Teachers

The following descriptions show the characteristics of a person dominated by a particular 
element. Each element is representative of a Jungian temperament:

Fire (Sensing-Feeling)
These are highly motivated people with many personal goals and aspirations. They are 
vital and spontaneous, often enjoying the challenge of traveling down new and adven-
turous roads in life. They are very personable, with much feeling. Their weakness lies in a 
tendency to exaggerate and be unable to cope with the more mundane activities in life.

Earth (Sensing-Thinking) 
These are practical and efficient, hands-on people. They can be relied on to take a com-
mon-sense approach to most matters. Their down-to-earth manner stands them in good 
stead for the daily chores of life. Their weakness lies in a stubborn refusal to make chang-
es in their lives. They tend to stifle both their own and other people’s enthusiasm.

Air (Intuitive-Thinking) 
People dominated by Air like to socialize and share ideas with many people. They have 
a high sense of fairness, are civilized and well-mannered. They are objective and phil-
osophical, preferring to view life from an intellectual perspective. Their rational mind 
outweighs feelings in decision making, since they consider the world of emotions to be 
irrational. As a result, they can be out of touch with their feelings.

Water (Intuitive-Feeling) 
These people speak from the heart and are compassionate and caring people with a 
deeply intuitive nature. They value personal relationships, in which they often take on a 
caretaker role. They are such sympathetic and understanding people that they are often 
caught in the role of mother to their loved ones. Their weakness lies in the fact that they 
fail to take an objective perspective when necessary. They often react emotionally without 
thinking things through.
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element PaIrs

When combining the elements into pairs, six dual-element temperaments are found. The 
following table shows the groups that are dominant in each particular element pair. The 
highlights show the groups that fit with the character traits of each pair.

Fire-Earth Fire-Air Fire-Water Earth-Air Earth-Water Air-Water
Cancer Patients Salespeople Infant Mortality Actors Composers Child Prodigy

Lawyers Obesity Homicide Victims Life Long 80+ yrs Comedians
Math/Physics Psychiatrists Sex Symbols Military Wealthy

Out Of Body/NDE Musicians Spiritual Teachers
Sex Workers Royalty

Technical
  
The following descriptions show the characteristics of a person dominated by a particular 
element combination:

Fire-Earth (Masculine) 
These are masculine, self-centered, aggressive people who like to be the captains of their 
own ships. They are concrete thinking, practical enthusiasts with tremendous self-confi-
dence, but can be dictatorial and insensitive to others. They have a pronounced sensuality 
and enjoy the good life. They have strong constitutions and stay warm easily.

Air-Water (Feminine) 
These are the most feminine, helpful people who like to make their lives about others. 
They have a good sense of humor and creative imaginations. They are highly intuitive, 
sensitive people who often find the world and its responsibilities difficult to handle. They 
have sensitive constitutions and get cold easily.

Fire-Water (Subjective)
These are the most personable people since they have such great emotional enthusiasm. 
They enjoy passionate, emotional involvement with others but can be volatile and moody. 
They are highly intuitive, are inner directed and creative but find it difficult to be de-
tached and impartial.

Earth-Air (Objective) 
These are the most impersonal, intellectual types who think out everything in advance 
and take life seriously. They are practical idealists who bring together abstract thought 
with real world know-how.  They have difficulty understanding their emotions and ex-
pressing feelings.
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Fire-Air (Extroverted) 
These people are the most active, adventurous types who are inspired by great ideas. They 
are visionary, future-oriented people who lack the practicality and work ethic to complete 
projects. They are highly entertaining and outgoing but get bored easily.

Earth-Water (Introverted) 
These are the most self-contained, reliable types of people who like to accomplish long-
term goals, such as family and careers. They are past-orientation people who need both 
emotional and material security and view change as threatening. They make trustworthy 
friends but have difficulty showing enthusiasm.

dIreCtIons

The directions of the elements often tell us what the culture is like in a given area. The Air 
element represents the North, the Fire element represents the South, the Earth element 
represents the East, and the Water element represents the West.

Using Europe as an example, people living in Northern areas, such as the Britain and 
Scandinavia, tend to be cool, reserved and intellectual (Air). People living in Southern 
areas, such as Italy and Spain, tend to be much more passionate and in the moment (Fire). 
People living in Eastern Europe tend to be very practical and conservative (Earth). People 
living in Western Europe such as the Netherlands and France tend to be very liberal and 
creative (Water).

Using the Unites States as an example, the Northeast is where the majority of our elite 
universities exist. This corresponds with the objective-thinking type (Air-Earth). The South-
west, especially the Los Angeles area, is where entertainment industry is strongest and the 
people are the most charismatic, subjective and creative. This corresponds with the sub-
jective-feeling type (Fire-Water). 

The Northwest is where the most progressive, spiritual people live, which corresponds 
with the feminine-intuitive type (Air-Water). The Southeast is where the central govern-
ment and military complexes are located and its people are known to be conservative 
and practical thinking, which corresponds with the masculine-sensing type (Fire-Earth). 
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modes

While the elements represent the substance of creation, the three modes represent the 
process of creation. First, there is an idea which finds lodgment in our mind, which we 
think about. This represents the Mutable mode. Then, we measure in our hearts how the 
idea feels to us. If it feels good (or bad), we build up desire for (or against) its fulfillment. 
This represents the Fixed mode. When desire builds to an intense level, we act upon our 
desire for (or resistance to) the completion of the idea and bring it into manifestation. This 
represents the Cardinal mode. Each experience brought into manifestation (Cardinal) is 
then experienced (Fixed) and eventually disappears (Mutable).

The Cardinal mode represents the power of creation and the individual’s ability to act 
upon its will through the physical body. The Fixed mode represents love and a person’s 
heartfelt desires. The Mutable mode represents wisdom and the mind’s ability to think.  

Cardinal Fixed Mutable

Power Love Wisdom

Creation Preservation Dissolution

Action (Body) Desire (Heart) Thinking (Mind)

There are two ways of dividing the zodiac into thirds or modes. The traditional way is to 
take every third sign as being in the same mode. In this way, Aries-Cancer-Libra-Capricorn 
are the Cardinal mode; Taurus-Leo-Scorpio-Aquarius are the Fixed mode; and Gemi-
ni-Virgo-Sagittarius-Pisces are the Mutable mode.
 
The following table shows the groups that are dominant in a particular mode. The high-
lights show the groups that fit with the characteristics of each mode.

Cardinal Fixed Mutable
Homosexuals Actors Cancer Patients

Military Children 4+ Fashion Designers
Obesity Comedians Marriage late/never

Salespeople Life Short 29- yrs Only Child
Marriage 15+ yrs Out Of Body - NDE

Mentally Handicapped Poets
Models Sex Offenders

Murderers Singers
Presidents

Same Job 10+ yrs
Sex Symbols

Suicide
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The second way of dividing the zodiac into modes is to take the first third (sector) of the 
zodiac as being Cardinal, Aries to Cancer; the second third as being Fixed, Leo to Scor-
pio; and the last third as being Mutable, Sagittarius to Pisces. 

Mode Sectors
Cardinal (^-a) Fixed (b-e) Mutable (f-i)
Business Owners Actors Artists

Children 4+ Activists Brilliant Mind
Corporate Tycoons AIDS Comedians

Infant Mortality Astrologers Composers
Salespeople Child Abuse Victim Inheritance

Sports Child Performer Life Long 80+ yrs
Criminal Careers Math/Physics

Drug Abuse Mentally Handicapped
Heart Attack Musicians

Lawyers Only Child
Life Short 29- yrs Scientists

Medical Technical
Models
Mystics

Out Of Body - NDE
Sex Abuse Victims

Sex Offenders
Sex Symbols
Sex Workers

Wealthy

The results in both tables look quite similar in spite of being entirely different methods. 
The Cardinal groups are full of initiative, leadership skills, and power. The Fixed signs 
have been underestimated as merely representing such qualities as steadfastness and stub-
bornness (which are true of Taurus and Scorpio, but not as much of Aquarius and Leo). 
From this study, the Fixed mode can be clearly seen to represent love in its many positive 
and negative expressions. The Mutable mode is reinforced here as representing intelli-
gence and mental activity. 

The following descriptions show the characteristics of a person dominated by a particu-
lar mode. Interestingly, they are very similar to the three doshas of Ayurveda. Therefore, 
assessing the balance of modes could quite possibly be used to assess a person’s body 
type and dietary needs. (The Cardinal mode is associated with Pitta, the Fixed mode with 
Kapha, and the Mutable mode with Vata.)
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Cardinal (Power)
These people are strong and forceful in their dealings. They are domineering, inherently 
courageous and believe in fair play. When in a good mood they exude exuberance, but 
when angry can be cruel and hurtful. They make friends easily, especially if they perceive 
that such friends will be useful to them. They have practical intelligence and tend to be 
impatient with anyone whose intelligence is not equally acute. 

They are dedicated to their own self-development, which sometimes becomes a sort of 
ego-expansion. Their opinions are strongly held, and they can fall into fanaticism. They 
are visually oriented, and visualize almost everything they think about. They plan me-
thodically and efficiently, and enjoy implementing new ideas that are dreamed up by 
more theoretical types. They love to engineer ideas into practical uses, but the extrovert-
ed, cardinal types (Aries and Libra) have little direct interest in the day-to-day details of 
running a project or business.

Fixed (Love)
These people are predominantly magnetic, attractive sorts who most enjoy the pleasures 
of the senses and relationships. Patience, kindness and humility are common virtues. 
However, they often struggle with vanity, attachment, possessiveness and greed. They usu-
ally have very stable personalities. They study each project carefully before committing 
themselves. Once committed to a course of action, though, they usually see it through. 
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Due to a strong likability, they often attract friendships easily, but prefer to enter them 
slowly, ensuring that their relationships last. Innate self-satisfaction makes them less mo-
tivated for self-development than others may be and, therefore, can lack mental acuity 
or agility. Their faith is steady and unshakable in whatever they believe, though it is often 
motivated by a desire to maintain the status quo. They do tend to be innately more com-
passionate than others. They often think with their emotions, which influence them more 
than their ideas or beliefs. 

Mutable (Wisdom)
These people are highly intelligent, curious, and mentally agile. They think predominantly 
in words and have an acute sense of hearing. They are life-long learners who enjoy shar-
ing knowledge. They are good original theorists, but tend to jump from idea to idea. This 
makes it difficult for them to convert their theories into realities, and often fail to complete 
the projects they start. They recognize the need for self-development but are rarely consis-
tent with any one program. 

They are sensitive and perceptive people who react quickly to changes in their environ-
ment. They are exceptionally changeable, and resist regularity in their lives because their 
active minds demand continual stimulation. When their energy is high, they can be the 
life of the party, but may burn out quickly. Sometimes they crave companionship and oth-
er times demand solitude. They usually make friends easily, but their friendships are often 
short-lived. Their hyper-adaptability gives them flexibility and a potential for detachment, 
but also tends to make them chaotic and spacey. 

the lIfe CyCle

The Cardinal phase, which starts in Aries, represents childhood and early youth, when our 
lives are full of change and growth. At this time, we are almost totally self-centered, full of 
adventure, and seek constant discovery.

The Fixed phase starts in Leo at about 18 years of age, when many people leave home to 
either attend college or start a vocation. In this time period, we are concerned with estab-
lishing our place in society, building a career, falling in love, and having children.

The Mutable phase starts in Sagittarius at about 50 years of age, when we are established 
in our careers and finished having children. In this last stage of life, we utilize what we 
have developed and learned in order to benefit our family and community. It is also a 
time of reflection and letting go.

(These time periods were found by trisecting the time-span of each quadrant to find the length of 
each sign. The 1st quadrant lasts 12 years, 4 years/sign. The 2nd quadrant lasts 18 years, 6 years/
sign. The 3rd quadrant lasts 30 years, 10 years/sign. The Fixed phase begins at the 1st return of the 
Moon's Node, which represents life purpose and karmic relationships. The Mutable phase begins 
at the 1st Chiron return, representing health issues and healing wisdom.)
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axIs PaIrs of the ZodIaC

There are six pairs of opposing signs, which share strong connections with each other. 
Each pair is called an Axis. Due to my reversing the interpretations of Libra and Aquarius, 
two of these Axes have new meanings. The Aries-Libra axis, which was formerly thought 
to represent relations (self vs. other), now represents independence. The Leo-Aquarius 
axis, which was formerly thought to represent leadership, now represents charisma.

Axis of Independence
The Aries-Libra Axis marks the beginning of Spring and Fall and represents the moment 
when the Sun’s daylight begins to gain or to lose dominance over darkness, the moment 
of gaining true freedom or the loss of it. Both signs are highly independent, seeking to do 
things their own way, on their own. Aries is less rebellious and more care-free than Libra, 
since it is self focused while Libra seeks freedom for all.

Axis of Magnetism
Taurus and Scorpio represent the positive and negative magnetic poles of the zodiac. They 
draw people toward them with magnetism and sensuality. Like the trunk and roots of a 
tree, they are strong and stable and support the efforts of more adventurous types. People 
with this influence are deep thinkers who are extremely difficult to influence and will 
change only when they see fit. They get attached to their goals, which are pursued with 
determination and patience. 
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Axis of Communication
Geminis and Sagittarians are highly curious people who love to learn and share informa-
tion.  They are highly intelligent and articulate and quite comfortable in front of an audi-
ence. They are versatile, humorous people who can be the life of any party. Geminis are 
interested in concrete information, while Sagittarians are more concerned with beliefs.

Axis of Responsibility
The Cancer-Capricorn Axis represents the beginning of Summer and Winter and rep-
resents the moment of the Sun’s greatest strength and weakness. Cancer is the most warm, 
loving sign while Capricorn is the most cool, serious of signs. As a result, Cancers are 
highly effective caregivers and Capricorns are well-built for taking on hard work and the 
burdens of others.

Axis of Charisma
Leos and Aquarians are the two most attractive types of people. Even if not beautiful, they 
are very distinctive, with noticeable character traits. This makes them well-suited for pub-
lic positions and involvements with a variety of people. They are likable and know how to 
put their best foot forward.

Axis of Humility
Virgo and Pisces represent the exposure and healing of one’s weaknesses. The humility 
and understanding gained in these signs is meant as a natural remedy for the pride and 
vanity often accrued in the previous signs, Leo and Aquarius. Both Virgos and Pisceans 
seek to remove themselves from the spotlight in order to think and reflect upon the issues 
they most care about. 

The following table shows the groups that are dominant in a particular Axis. The high-
lights show which groups fit with each Axis’ character traits.

Independence Magnetism Communication Responsibility Charisma Humility
Child Prodigy Actors Stroke Adopted Astrologers Alcoholics

Obesity Children 4+ Twins Homosexuals Comedians Cancer Patients
Salespeople Child Performer Military Models Fashion Designers
Sex Workers Criminal Careers Twins Only Child Heart Attack

Mental Handicap Politicians Life Long 80+ yrs
Mental Illness Suicide Marriage late/never

Murderers Medical
Royalty Only Child

Same Job 10+ yrs Out Of Body - NDE
Spiritual Teachers Poets

Sex Offenders
Sex Symbols
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the ZodIaC sIgns

For this study, I sought to find out which planetary positions for each of the 80 study 
groups showed statistical strength in the 12 zodiac signs. 

Most of the signs revealed themselves to have strength in the type of groups that astro-
logical theory would have predicted.  For instance, Aries was strong for Salespeople. 
Taurus was strong for the groups Same Job 10+ years, Life Long 80+ years, and Marriage 
15+ years. Gemini was strong for Twins. Cancer was strong for the groups Teachers K-12, 
Child Prodigy, and Infant Mortality. Leo was strong for Models. Virgo was strong for Med-
ical practitioners. Scorpio was strong for Sex Symbols, Mystics, Psychiatrists, Criminals, 
and the Wealthy. Sagittarius was strong for Scientists. Capricorn was strong for Military 
and Technical professions. Pisces was strong for Artists.

However, some of the signs showed surprising results. For instance, Virgo was strong for 
Sex Abuse victims, Sex Offenders, Sex Symbols, and Sex Workers. Virgo also seemed to 
be a dumping ground for bad experiences with groups like AIDS, Alcoholics, Cancer, 
Drug Abuse, and Obesity all being especially strong. Whereas, the opposite sign Pisces 
had mostly positive groups, including Life Long 80+ years, and was weak with difficulty 
groups.

In addition, Aquarius was strong for groups of attractive people with relationship success 
such as Actors, Comedians, Sex Symbols, and Marriage 15+ years. This led to the con-
clusion that this sign actually behaves in the manner traditionally used for Libra and that 
planets in Libra have Aquarian traits such as rebelliousness. (A full discussion is shown in 
the chapter Libra vs. Aquarius.)

For each sign, there are compact descriptions which are intended as aids for interpreting 
the statistical results. I have assigned each sign with a new name, giving a more modern 
understanding to them.

The tables show the which groups were strongest in each of the 12 signs. Both, the stron-
gest individual planetary positions and overall sign strengths are shown. The overall sign 
strength was calculated by totaling the sum of findings for all seven planetary bodies (Sun 
through Saturn) for each study group. I did not apply any sort of weighting to the Sun or 
Moon as is typical among astrologers, since I did not want to influence the study with 
preconceptions. 

*The following code is used throughout the book, unless otherwise noted:
1. The blue highlights are for groups which have multiple representations for the same 
    sign or planet. 
2. Yellow highlights are used when a number of similar groups are in the same position.
3. Groups in bold have at least a 1 in 100 probability of occurring at random (p<.01).    
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       Top Findings (by probability of being an accident)

1. Artists Mars in Taurus  1 in 17,811 
2. Fighters Mercury in Capricorn  15,799 
3. Out of Body/NDE Virgo  11,393 
4. Artists Pisces  6,766 
5. Scientists Capricorn  3,759 
6. Comedians Aquarius  3,532 
7. Instrumentalists Venus in Taurus  2,489 
8. Politicians Pisces  2,195 
9. Fighters Sun in Capricorn  2,138 

10. Comedians Sun in Aquarius  2,127 
11. Sex Abuse Victims Venus in Leo  2,022 
12. Artists Sun in Pisces  1,857 
13. Scientists Sun in Capricorn  1,665 
14. Sports Moon in Gemini  1,339 
15. Transvestites Venus in Scorpio  1,291 
16. Only Child Mercury in Pisces  1,267 
17. Inheritance Mercury in Capricorn  1,261 
18. Sex Workers Virgo  1,237 
19. Fighters Capricorn  1,132 
20. Inheritance Venus in Capricorn  1,088 
21. Artists Venus in Pisces  1,083 
22. Widowed Venus in Aries  1,016 
23. Composers Capricorn  1,013 
24. Lawyers Sun in Pisces  903 
25. Technical Capricorn  793 
26. Musicians Venus in Taurus  779 
27. Infant Mortality Mars in Sagittarius  714 
28. Children 4+ Aries  709 
29. Twins Mercury in Taurus  671 
30. Twins Venus in Gemini  671 
31. Math/Physics Sun in Aries  659 
32. Math/Physics Sun in Pisces  659 
33. Math/Physics Mercury in Aquarius  659 
34. Wealthy Moon in Capricorn  648 
35. Activists Sun in Aquarius  624 
36. Marriage none Mercury in Pisces  582 
37. Marriage 15+ Years Mars in Gemini  555 
38. Children 4+ Venus in Taurus  553 
39. Life Long 80+ years Pisces  523 
40. Artists Mercury in Aquarius  522 
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    taurus – the natural
Axis oF MAgneTisM

Quadrant: IndIvIdual element: earth mode: fIxed

temPerament: Introvert gender: masCulIne PersPeCtIve: objeCtIve

Taureans are slow and methodical individuals with a relaxed and laid back temperament. 
They are warm, sensual, loving by nature and can easily display care and affection for 
others. They love peace and hate quarreling. They are generally noted to be quite good 
looking and have attractive personalities. They usually have an artistic bent of mind and 
are great lovers of music, art, and beauty. 
 
Taureans are practical and materialistic and are known for their down-to-earth approach. 
They have tremendous patience, immense will power and self-discipline. Once they 
make up their minds, there is nothing in the world that can deter them from their deci-
sions. Taureans are not risk takers and always weigh their decisions properly. 

The Taurean stability is evidenced through the strength of the groups Children 4+, Life 
Long 80+ years, Marriage 15+ years, and Same Job 10+ years. These are all the groups 
studied that represent commitment and longevity.

Taureans are also known for their deep, rich voices, which is seen with Singers being 
prominent in this sign. Venus in Taurus in especially frequent with musicians.
 

Moon Sun Mercury Venus
Comedians Children 4+ Murderers Business Owners Math/Physics

Same Job 10+ yrs Children none Singers Children 4+ Musicians
Transvestites Fashion Designers Stroke Children none Priests

Life Long 80+ yrs Twins Composers Royalty
Murderers Fiction Writers Same Job 10+ yrs

Singers Instrumentalists Technical
Widowed Life Long 80+ yrs Writers

Mars Jupiter Saturn TOTAL
Artists Criminal Careers Birth Defect Artists

Life Long 80+ yrs Infant Mortality Marriage 15+ yrs Children 4+
Priests Mental Handicap Mentally Handicapped

Songwriters Murderers
Sports Same Job 10+ years

Singers
Sports
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vIrgo – the non-vIrgIn
Axis oF huMiliTy

Quadrant: relatIons element: earth mode: mutable

temPerament: Introvert gender: masCulIne PersPeCtIve: objeCtIve

Virgos are conservative, reserved, polite and soft spoken. They are methodical and prac-
tical in the way they lead their lives and have a logical, detail-oriented mindset. They are 
strong-willed and pursue their goals with determination. They appreciate things of beauty, 
are very tidy by nature, and like to keep their surroundings highly clean.
 
Virgos can be emotionally cold, critical of others, and hesitant to commit themselves to 
new relationships. A Virgo individual expects a lot from others and from themselves. They 
have strong guilt complexes, since they distrust emotion and sexuality. This causes much 
difficulty for them. Their need for control and fear of chaos and injury often lead them to 
the very experiences they seek to avoid. 

As a result, Virgo is extremely frequent with people who have suffered difficulties in their 
lives. The sex-related groups are also very strong in Virgo, which completely contradicts 
its traditional name of the Virgin.

Moon Sun Mercury Venus
Actors Cancer Patients Cancer Patients AIDS Poets

Alcoholics Sex Abuse Victims Lawyers Child Abuse Victim Priests
Business Owners Military Drug Abuse Psychiatrists
Out Of Body/NDE Only Child Fiction Writers Sex Abuse Victims

Sex Symbols Sex Offenders Homicide Victims Sex Offenders
Sex Symbols Marriage 15+ yrs Sex Symbols
Sex Workers Medical Sex Workers

Musicians Songwriters
Obesity Teachers K-12

Out Of Body/NDE Writers

Mars Jupiter Saturn TOTAL
Actors Obesity AIDS AIDS Actors Medical

Alcoholics Only Child Fashion Designer Astrologers AIDS Mental Illness
Comedians Out Of Body/NDE Infant Mortality Cancer Patients Alcoholics Military

Culinary Presidents Life Short 29- yrs Child Performers Astrologers Obesity
Depression Priests Out Of Body/NDE Homicide Victims Cancer Patients Only Child
Drug Abuse Sex Abuse Victims Police Medical Child Abuse Victim Out Of Body/NDE
Heart Attack Sex Offenders Professors Military Child Performers Poets

Life Short 29- yrs Sex Workers Sex Offenders Mystics Depression Priests
Marriage never Singers Sex Workers Out Of Body/NDE Drug Abuse Sex Abuse Victims
Mental Illness Songwriters Sports Songwriters Heart Attack Sex Offenders

Military Suicide Homicide Victims Sex Symbols
Murderers Widowed Lawyers Sex Workers
Musicians Marriage never Writers
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CaPrICorn – the mountaIn ClImber
Axis oF responsiBiliTy

Quadrant: unIversal element: earth mode: CardInal

temPerament: Introvert gender: masCulIne PersPeCtIve: objeCtIve

Capricorns are hard-working, trustworthy, and reliable people. They take life very serious-
ly, are self-contained and self-satisfied. Mostly cautious, confident, strong-willed, rea-
sonable and hard working, Capricorns are as steady as a rock. They love being at the top 
of the ladder and being in commanding, respectful and rewarding positions of authority. 
Rational, logical and clearheaded, Capricorns have great concentration skills which help 
them in achieving success in life.
 
Capricorns tend to be pessimistic, suspicious, resentful, and stubborn individuals. Though 
surrounded by friends, they are lonely at heart. They can spread gloom and tension in a 
minute and are quite capable of depressing everyone around them. They often feel bur-
dened by responsibilities, which others, they feel, leave neglected.

Capricorn is strong with many hard-working groups. The groups Math/Physics, Scientists, 
and Technical show Capricorn’s analytical nature. The groups Fighters and Military reveal 
the tough, durable side of this sign.

Moon Sun Mercury Venus
Military Composers Composers Marriage 15+ yrs Inheritance
Wealthy Fighters Fighters Military Math/Physics

Medical Homicide Victims Musicians
Musicians Homosexuals Scientists
Scientists Inheritance Songwriters

Suicide Life Long 80+ years Technical
Technical

Mars Jupiter Saturn TOTAL
Spiritual Teachers Composers Adopted Adopted Math/Physics

Out Of Body - NDE Culinary Comedians Military
Psychiatrists Fiction Writers Composers Scientists

Inheritance Fighters Technical
Math/Physics Homosexuals Transvestites

Priests Inheritance
Writers

Transvestites
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Planetary asPeCts

The original or archaic meaning of the word ‘aspect’ is to observe or to look at (from a 
specific perspective). In astrology, planets are judged to be in aspect when they are look-
ing at each other from particular spatial angles and, thus, bring out specific characteristics 
of each planet. The new and full moons are the most observable form of aspects. These 
are the cyclical conjunctions and oppositions of the Sun and Moon. As viewed from the 
Earth, their positions in the zodiac, or ecliptic, are measured in longitude, with 0 degrees 
longitude being the vernal equinox, the first degree of Aries. Therefore, the positions of 
the Sun, Moon, and planets can be regarded as being in aspect with each other based on 
their positions in the zodiac.

The most powerful form of aspect that two planets can have is when they are visibly con-
junct. This happens when any two of the Sun, Moon, or planets are at the same longitude 
(in the same zodiacal position) and the same latitude (number of degrees above or below 
the ecliptic). They have a profound effect on the person's character. The next most pow-
erful aspect is when two planetary bodies are visibly opposite. This happens when they 
are at opposite longitudes and at opposite latitudes. They are largely experienced through 
inter-personal relations and objective conditions of the person. These visible and exact 
aspects produce eclipses when the Sun and Moon are involved, the visible conjunction 
being a solar eclipse and the visible opposition being the lunar eclipse.

Astrologers have also determined that there are many other meaningful aspects that plan-
etary bodies can have, as measured by their longitude in the zodiac. These aspects are 
calculated by dividing the zodiac by a number, mainly 1, 2, 3, and 4. Since the zodiac 
takes the shape of a circle, we divide 360 degrees by this number. For instance, plan-
etary bodies in opposition are 180 degrees apart, since it is calculated by dividing the 
circle in half. The trine is 120 degrees apart, since it is calculated by dividing the zodiac 
into thirds. Squares are 90 degrees apart, since it is calculated by dividing the zodiac 
into quarters. Each type of aspect is thought to add its own coloring to the two planets 
involved. For instance, a square between the Moon and Venus would cause conflict in 
intimacy, while a trine would cause intimacy to come easily.

Many others aspects are also thought to have importance. The sextile divides the zodiac 
into sixths and occurs when planets are 60 degrees apart. The semi-sextile and inconjunct 
divide the zodiac into twelfths and occurs when planets are 30 degrees and 150 degrees 
apart, respectively. 

There are two ways that each aspect can occur, waxing and waning. Waxing aspects are 
where the faster planet is less than 180 degrees past conjunction with the slower planet 
and are about planning and initiating activity. Waning aspects are where the faster planet 
is past opposition with the slower planet and are about fulfilling and resolving goals. As a 
result, the waxing square has an entirely different interpretation from the waning square.
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The lunation cycle's association with the menstrual cycle gives us an example of how 
planetary aspect cycles express. The 9-month human pregnancy also reveals how the 
lunar and solar cycles correspond with each other. The New Moon is associated with the 
Winter Solstice since they represent the point of least light for each luminary.

The Lunar & Menstrual Cycles
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In this project, I studied the effects that these aspects show with the 80 study groups in 
many different ways. I studied conjunctions alone and as well as conjunctions, opposi-
tions, trines, and squares together (using a 6-degree orb). I also looked for the effect when 
two planetary bodies are parallel, that is, having the same declination (Appendix 6). The 
conjunction and declination studies showed moderate results. But the study showing the 
combined effects of conjunction, oppositions, trines, and squares was poor.

The significance of the 9th harmonic, by sign, gave me a clue to finding the most signif-
icant aspect pattern for the planetary bodies of our solar system. From studying 9th har-
monic charts, I knew that planets were in a strong relationship with each other if they 
were together in the same sign and, therefore, a multiple of 40 degrees apart in the 1st 
harmonic. I also suspected that planets that are in opposition and square (odd multiples 
of 20 degrees and 10 degrees apart in the 1st harmonic) in the 9th harmonic chart had 
meaningful relations. So, I did a study on the 1/36th division of the zodiac, which is 
every 10 degrees, by totaling the sum of all aspects for each planet combination, using a 
40-minute orb. This is the first division that includes all of the major aspects as well as the 
nonile, since the factors of 36 are 1 (conjunction), 2 (opposition), 3 (trine), 4 (square), 6 
(sextile), 9 (nonile), 12 (semi-sextile & inconjunct), 18 (20 degrees), and 36 (10 degrees).

The results showed with significant accuracy what astrological theory would have pre-
dicted. The Moon is strong for those with Culinary careers. Mercury is strong for Brilliant 
Minded people. Venus is strong for Child Performers. Mars is strong for short-lived people 
and weak with long-lived people. Jupiter is strong for Sex Symbols. Saturn is strong for 
Scientists, Mathematicians and Physicists as well as with people in the Birth Defect and 
Infant Mortality groups. Uranus is strong for Engineers. Neptune is strong for Homicide 
Victims. Pluto is strong for AIDS victims. Chiron is strong for Medical professionals (the 
healers), and Military staff (the wounders). 

The Sun and Pluto were found actually to have a stronger influence when unaspected by 
other planets. The groups with an unaspected Sun are strong in leadership qualities: Poli-
ticians, Priests, Professors, and Salespeople. The groups with an unaspected Pluto are very 
powerful: Fighters, Sports, Royalty.

The major exception to astrological theory was the results found for Neptune. The groups 
Corporate Tycoons, Criminals, Business Owners, Military, and Lawyers are all strong in 
Neptune. Current theory holds that Neptune represents idealism, dreams, and spirituality 
as well as confusion, deception and loss. It seems that Neptune’s actual influence is very 
personal and materialistic. The transcendence of problems such as poverty and violence 
is the greatest of all concerns. 

It is also interesting to note that prominent astrologers studying Neptune in the early 
1900’s such as Alan Leo and Sepharial observed that people with a strong influence of 
this planet in their birth charts showed a strong likelihood to be involved in scandals. 
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    Top Findings (by probability of being an accident)

1. Professors Moon-Saturn  1 in 5,436 
2. Alcoholics Saturn-Uranus  3,324 
3. Alcoholics Mercury-Chiron  2,707 
4. Sex Offenders Mercury-Pluto  2,421 
5. Sex Workers Moon-Saturn (weak)  1,610 
6. Life Short 29- years Jupiter-Pluto  1,452 
7. Songwriters Sun-Mercury  1,364 
8. Obesity Jupiter-Neptune  1,273 
9. Journalists Jupiter-Saturn  1,084 

10. Twins Saturn-Uranus  1,053 
11. Obesity Jupiter  1,048 
12. Psychiatrists Saturn-Pluto  1,000 
13. Wealthy Mars-Pluto  972 
14. Composers Uranus-Pluto  935 
15. Math/Physics Mars-Pluto  903 
16. Inheritance Venus-Saturn  765 
17. Business Owners Moon-Pluto  760 
18. Corporate Tycoons Sun-Neptune  661 
19. Sex Symbols Jupiter-Uranus  560 
20. Sex Abuse Victims Sun-Saturn  547 
21. Child Prodigy Sun-Venus  463 
22. Military Uranus-Chiron  446 
23. Engineers Mercury  442 
24. Salespeople Saturn-Chiron  432 
25. Life Short 29- years Mars  413 
26. Fiction Writers Sun-Moon  412 
27. Transvestites Sun-Mars  411 
28. Child Prodigy Moon-Uranus  406 
29. Police Mars-Neptune  406 
30. Royalty Uranus-Neptune  399 
31. Sex Abuse Victims Moon-Jupiter  383 
32. Out of Body/NDE Venus-Saturn  375 
33. Child Performers Venus-Uranus  367 
34. Children 4+ Venus-Saturn  358 
35. Homicide Victims Jupiter-Pluto  340 
36. Stroke Moon-Uranus  338 
37. Homicide Victims Neptune  335 
38. Medical Sun-Chiron  323 
39. Drug Abusers Moon-Venus  320 
40. AIDS Pluto  304 
41. Fighters Mars-Chiron 299
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sun Q asPeCts

The Sun represents your outer self and shows how you are seen. Your life goals are linked 
to the Sun and it indicates how you can shine in your life. You will feel truly alive when 
you’re living the traits indicated by your Sun. Therefore, it’s likely that you will spend 
much of your life aiming to incorporate these traits into yourself. The older we get, the 
more we strive to express ourselves through the qualities of the Sun. 

The Sun appears to express itself more powerfully when unaspected since it naturally 
gives out its light when in contact with other planets. When unaspected, it retains its light 
and shines the brightest and gives people confidence in their talents and leadership abili-
ty. This is seen with Politicians, Priests, Professors and Salespeople.

Journalists, Songwriters and Writers are strong with Sun aspects showing the creative 
influence the Sun has when influencing other planets. This is especially seen with Sun-
Moon and Sun-Mercury aspects.

Moon Mercury Venus Mars Jupiter TOTAL (strong)
Fiction Writers Brilliant Mind Actors Transvestites Marriage 15+ yrs Journalists

Journalists Children 4+ Child Performers Presidents Songwriters
Life Short 29- yrs Poets Child Prodigy Professors Spiritual Teachers

Police Songwriters Spiritual Teachers Suicide
Writers Suicide Writers

Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto Chiron TOTAL (weak)
Composers Astrologers Adopted Cancer Patients Alcoholics Heart Attack
Inheritance Mystics Business Owners Marriage late/never Business Owners Politicians

Out Of Body - NDE Transvestites Corporate Tycoons Murderers Journalists Priests
Sex Abuse Victims Depression Lawyers Professors

Instrumentalists Medical Salespeople
Military Mental Handicap

Songwriters
Teachers K-12
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merCury S asPeCts 

Mercury represents your awareness itself, that which perceives. It tells us about your 
method of thinking, your learning habits and style of communication. It stands for the 
intellect, common sense, cold reason, commerce and business. Mercury’s aspects also tell 
us about your academic schooling and learning experiences through life.

As anticipated, the Brilliant Mind and Engineers groups are highly influenced by Mercury. 
Mercury-Mars aspects, which represents the union of thought, sexuality and aggression, 
are frequent for Murderers and Sex Offenders. Mercury-Pluto aspects, which represents 
the union of thought and an attraction to the hidden, are frequent for deep thinking peo-
ple (as well as Sex Offenders).

The findings for Mercury-Uranus aspects are surprising. This aspect represents the union 
of thought and awakening and is an indication of high intelligence. However, the findings 
are very strong for groups of people who had difficult relationship experiences.

Moon Sun Venus Mars Jupiter TOTAL (strong)
Military Brilliant Mind Adopted Cancer Patients Artists Brilliant Mind

Children 4+ Birth Defect Life Short 29- yrs Engineers Engineers
Poets Corporate Tycoons Models Psychiatrists Mental Handicap

Songwriters Homosexuals Murderers
Marriage 15+ yrs Sex Offenders

Mystics Transvestites
Psychics
Suicide

Widowed

Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto Chiron TOTAL (weak)
Brilliant Mind Adopted Mental Illness Adopted Alcoholics Astrologers
Fiction Writers Child Abuse Victim Murderers Medical Engineers Business Owners

Infant Mortality Suicide Teachers K-12 Mental Handicap Politicians Child Performer
Life Long 80+ yrs Widowed Wealthy Professors Criminal Careers

Writers Psychics Culinary
Sex Offenders Depression

Spiritual Teachers Drug Abuse
Instrumentalists

Presidents
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venus T asPeCts

Venus represents the harmonious joining together of beings. It tells us about love and re-
lationships. It reveals the type of relationships you value, what you are seeking from your 
most intimate relationship, as well as how you like to show your love. Venus also depicts 
beauty and art, which is created by joining of forces into patterns. It indicates what you 
enjoy and value as well as your ability to attain them and, therefore, is linked with money 
and resources.

Venus aspects are strong with people who have both positive experiences as children and 
having children. Venus-Saturn aspects have the most influence on childhood experiences. 
Venus-Mars aspects incline people to be attractive. 

Venus-Neptune aspects are frequent for both Musicians and powerful groups of people, 
revealing Neptune’s dual nature as imaginative and deceptive. Venus-Chiron aspects are 
frequent for people with relationship wounds.

A surprising finding is that so many groups with Moon-Venus aspects have personal diffi-
culties.

Moon Sun Mercury Mars Jupiter TOTAL (strong)
Culinary Actors Adopted Actors Depression Child Prodigy

Depression Child Performer Birth Defect Children 4+ Infant Mortality Child Performer
Drug Abuse Child Prodigy Corporate Tycoons Only Child Only Child Children 4+

Mental Illness Homosexuals Sex Symbols Spiritual Teachers
Presidents Marriage 15+ yrs Suicide

Sex Offenders Mystics
Psychics
Suicide

Widowed

Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto Chiron TOTAL (weak)
Adopted Child Prodigy Composers Artists AIDS Engineers

Birth Defect Child Performer Corporate Tycoons Cancer Patients Business Owners Obesity
Child Performer Medical Fashion Designers Child Performer Mental Handicap Psychiatrists

Children 4+ Professors Lawyers Presidents Priests Royalty
Inheritance Marriage late/never Spiritual Teachers Widowed Salespeople

Marriage 15+ yrs Military Songwriters
Only Child Musicians Twins

Out Of Body - NDE Police
Scientists Singers
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four major axIs PoInts

The earliest form of astrology was probably based on the diurnal cycle of the Sun in our 
sky, since it has such noticeable effects on human life. It is based on the Earth's rotation 
on its axis. We wake up when the Sun is rising at the Eastern horizon (the Ascendant) and 
end each day of work with the setting Sun at the Western horizon (the Descendant). Noon 
is when the Sun is at its highest point in the sky (the Midheaven), and the heart of the 
night, midnight, is when the Sun is at its opposite point (the Imum Coeli - Latin for “the 
bottom of the sky”). The rising and setting points on the ecliptic gives us the East-West 
axis (though only due East or West at the Equinoxes). The ecliptic's highest point above 
the horizon and lowest point below the horizon gives us the South-North axis (which is 
reversed in the Southern hemisphere). 

The rising, noontime, setting, and midnight positions of the Sun give us these four major 
axis points. The idea that these four points are powerful positions for the Sun was then 
extended to the rest of the visible planetary bodies.* A representation of these axis points 
is that of two intersecting lines with the circle, representing the Sun, traveling clockwise, 
suggesting similarities with the cross of the Christian faith. (The cross could also be taken 
to represent the Sun’s annual path through the zodiac. Both interpretations symbolize the 
self’s journey through time and space.) 

These four axis points have very specific and distinct meanings. Planets on the Ascendant 
are taken to have a definite influence on how a person is seen and expresses their person-
ality. It represents the moment of waking up from sleep and initiating plans for the day. 
Planets on the Midheaven (or MC) influence one’s public efforts and status. It represents 
the time of aspiring towards goals at work or school. 

Planets on the Descendant indicate the type of people you tend to encounter in your life. 
It represents the moment of leaving work or school and relaxing with friends and family. 
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Planets on the Imum Coeli (or IC) indicate the nature of your private life and represents 
the moment of going to sleep.

The MC-IC axis represents the basic foundations and responsibilities of one’s life: home 
(IC) and public life (MC). The Ascendant-Descendant axis represents the creative and so-
cial aspects of one’s life: self-expression (Asc) and relationships (Dsc). It is much like the 
base of a tree and its branches, which intertwine with the branches of other trees.

In studying the diurnal cycle of the planets, I tested the effect of the zodiac sign on the As-
cendant. The Rising sign is thought to have tremendous influence on the way we express 
ourselves in public. However, the results of its study led me to question its effectiveness 
(Appendix 1). I also tested the effect planets have at the axis points, in the spaces between 
the axis points (houses), as well as above or below the horizon. The results of the houses 
study were poor (Appendix 2), but the horizon study was strong (Appendix 3). 

In the study of the planets on the four axis points (using a 6-degree orb), most categories 
fit with the traditional meanings for the planets. The Moon, representing femininity, is 
strong for Models. The Sun, representing outer success, is strong for the Wealthy and for 
those who lived Long Lives of 80 or more years. Mercury, representing facility with the 
hands and voice, is strong for Musicians, including Singers, and Instrumentalists. 

Venus, representing the arts, pleasure, and money is strong for those with Culinary ca-
reers, Fashion Designers, Royalty, and Transvestites. On the IC, Venus is strong for con-
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templatives such as Composers, and Poets since these people love the privacy of their 
homes. Mars, representing industry and conflict, is strong for people with Math and Phys-
ics careers and victims of Child Abuse. Jupiter, representing positivity, exploration, and 
excess is strong for people Married over 15 years, members of Royalty, and those with 
careers involving Criminal activity. 

Uranus, representing awakening, is especially strong on the Midheaven/IC axis for insight-
ful thinkers. Neptune, representing dreaming, is also strong for thinkers on the Ascendant. 
Pluto, representing the hidden and taboo, is strong for Sex Workers, such as prostitutes 
and porn actors. Chiron, representing wounds, is strong for Murderers. Chiron is also 
strong on the Descendant for thinking types, showing its analytical nature.

Since human births are more likely at dawn, probabilities were calculated by using the 
birth times from total population of the study to create a control group.  
 

   Top Findings (by probability of being an accident)

1.  Suicide Mars-Dsc  1 in 37,898 
2.  Culinary Venus  25,472 
3.  Salespeople Mars-IC  8,883 
4.  Inheritance Sun-IC  8,558 
5.  Depression Uranus-Asc  4,595 
6.  Sex Workers Pluto  3,196 
7.  Culinary Venus-MC  3,031 
8.  Cancer Patients Mercury-IC  2,217 
9.  Brilliant Mind Sun-MC  1,985 

10.  Mental Illness Jupiter-Asc  1,774 
11.  Criminal Careers Jupiter-IC  1,772 
12.  Sex Symbols Mercury-Asc  1,616 
13.  Sex Workers Pluto-Dsc  1,340 
14.  Royalty Jupiter  1,099 
15.  Murderers Chiron  1,080 
16.  Homicide Victims Saturn-MC  929 
17.  Children 4+ Mercury-MC  874 
18.  Children none Moon-IC  841 
19.  Criminal Careers Jupiter  836 
20.  Priests Pluto-Dsc  808 
21.  Poets Venus-IC  777 
22.  Journalists Pluto-Dsc  702 
23.  Twins Saturn  648 
24.  Instrumentalists Mercury  631 
25.  Fashion Designers Mars-Asc  538 
26.  Technical Mars-Asc  536 
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Moon Sun Mercury Venus Mars
Ascendant: Business Owners Artists Actors Actors Astrologers

Child Abuse Victim Business Owners AIDS Culinary Business Owners
Drug Abuse Drug Abuse Composers Military Cancer Patients

Models Musicians Criminal Careers Models Children none
Suicide Poets Instrumentalists Only Child Depression

Professors Musicians Politicians Fashion Designers
Royalty Mystics Royalty Math/Physics

Spiritual Teachers Politicians Salespeople Mental Handicap
Wealthy Psychics Mystics

Sex Abuse Victim Same Job 10+ yrs
Sex Symbols Scientists
Stroke Victim Technical

Widowed
Midheaven: Spiritual Teachers Brilliant Mind Children 4+ Adopted Composers

Drug Abuse Transvestites Children 4+ Drug Abuse
Life Long 80+ yrs Widowed Culinary Math/Physics

Military Depression Medical
Politicians Fashion Designers Psychics

Sports Homicide Victim
Technical Medical
Wealthy Military

Royalty
Descendant: Artists Medical Presidents Fashion Designers Child Abuse Victim

Lawyers Spiritual Teachers Same Job 10+ yrs Suicide
Models Transvestites

Professors

 Imum Coeli: Astrologers Children none AIDS Artists Child Abuse Victim
Children none Homosexuals Cancer Patients Composers Infant Mortality

Composers Inheritance Child Performer Culinary Only Child
Fashion Designers Life Long 80+ yrs Instrumentalists Inheritance Salespeople

Fighters Obesity Life Short 29- yrs Poets
Homosexuals Teachers K-12 Musicians Professors
Inheritance Twins Salespeople Songwriters
Murderers Spiritual Teachers

Mystics Transvestites
Stroke Victim Wealthy

Twins
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Planetary CyCles

The solar, lunar, daily, and inter-planetary cycles all share the same basic structure. They 
are each divided by four axis or cardinal points into four quadrants which correspond 
with the four major areas of life expression: Individual, Relations, Groups, and Universal.

Climax
Summer Solstice

Midheaven
Full Moon
Opposition

1. Individual 2. Relations
Season:  Spring Summer
Zodiac: A B C D E F

Element:  Fire Earth
Age:  Childhood Youth

Birth Event:  Birth/Waking Puberty Conclusion
Spring Equinox Phase:  Initiating Fulfilling Fall Equinox

Ascendant Menstrual:  Proliferation Ovulation Descendant
1st Quarter Moon 4. Universal 3. Groups 3rd Quarter Moon

1st Square Winter Fall 2nd Square

J K L G H I

Water Air
Old Age Adulthood

Retirement/Sleep Career/Family
Planning Resolving
Menses Implantation

Trough
Winter Solstice

Imum Coeli
New Moon
Conjunction

Birth represents the first noticeable beginning of a process, as opposed to the Trough of 
the cycle, which represents the conceiving of an idea. The Climax represents the total 
expression of the idea and the Conclusion represents the release from the process.

These four moments represent the critical points of any conceivable cycle and each initi-
ates their own phase or stage of existence. Birth initiates the Individual stage of existence, 
where we take action on our motivations. The Climax initiates the Relations stage of 
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existence, where we fulfill our goals and interact with others. The Conclusion represents 
the end of a personal focus and initiates the Group stage of existence, where we make 
use of our efforts for the collective well-being of our family and community. The Trough 
of the cycle initiates the Universal stage of existence, where we resolve the past and look 
forward to the future.

The Sun is at its trough at the Winter Solstice and Imum Coeli, where the Sun shines the 
least. The Moon is at its trough in the New Moon phase, when it is invisible. The Sun is 
symbolically born when its light exceeds darkness at the Spring Solstice and appears at 
the Ascendant. The Sun is at its peak at the Summer Solstice and Midheaven, where it 
shines brightest. The Moon is at its peak in the Full Moon phase. The Sun symbolically 
dies when darkness exceeds light at the Fall Equinox and disappears at the Descendant.

The conjunction aspect between planets represents the beginning of a cycle, correspond-
ing with the Winter Solstice, Imum Coeli, and New Moon. The 1st square represents birth, 
the first visible expression of the cycle, corresponding with the Spring Solstice and Ascen-
dant. The opposition aspect represents the outermost expression of the cycle, correspond-
ing with the Summer Solstice, Midheaven, and Full Moon. The 2nd square represents the 
dissolution of the cycle, corresponding with the Fall Equinox and Descendant.

The Southern Hemisphere

In the Southern hemisphere, the season's are completely reversed from the Northern 
hemisphere. From a Southern hemisphere point-of-view, Aries starts at the Fall Equinox, 
Cancer starts at the Winter Solstice, Libra starts at the Spring Equinox, and Capricorn 
starts at the Summer Solstice. 

However, Aries, representing the beginning of individual activity, is inherently connected 
to the Spring Solstice. Cancer, representing loving warmth, is inherently associated with 
the Summer Solstice. Libra, representing the end of individual existence and the birth of a 
social conscience, is inherently associated with the Fall Equinox. Capricorn, representing 
repression, discipline, and planning, is inherently associated with the Winter Solstice.

This suggests to me that the zodiac signs are in opposite positions for people born in the 
Southern hemisphere. I don't have enough birth data of people born South of the Equator 
to have statistical evidence of this. However, I did a study on three of the world's most 
elite athletes, Michael Jordan, Wayne Gretsky, and Pele (see Case Studies). I noticed that 
Jordan and Gretsky have Mars in the 1st degree of Cancer, the peak of the solar cycle, 
while Pele has Mars in the 1st degree of Capricorn, the trough of the solar cycle. 

Why would Pele have Mars there? Perhaps, it is because he was born in the Southern 
hemisphere, where this is the degree of the Summer Solstice, and Mars is actually in the 
1st degree of Cancer for him. 
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the 9th harmonIC

A more esoteric technique for deriving information from the zodiac is to use harmonic 
charts, which are created by dividing the ecliptic in different ways. A harmonic has the 
same pattern as the zodiac, but is smaller to the exact ratio of the harmonic being used. In 
other words, take the original pattern, which is the macrocosm, reduce it in size to create 
a microcosm of the zodiac, and complete a multiple chain of smaller zodiacs around the 
ecliptic. (This is fractal geometry applied to the zodiac.) Here is an example of a simple 
pattern repeating itself up to 3 times:

When the zodiac repeats itself two times, it is called the 2nd harmonic. For the 2nd har-
monic, each sign is 15 degrees and the point in the middle of the circle (180 degrees, 
0 degrees Libra) is the beginning of a second zodiac cycle. As a result, the sign position 
and interpretation of each planet may change in different harmonics. A planet in the first 
half of Aries would remain in Aries in the 2nd harmonic. But a planet in the second half of 
Aries would be in Taurus in the 2nd harmonic. 

For years, astrologers have been seeking to gain knowledge of the meaning of planetary 
positions in various harmonics. The theory is that each harmonic has its own interpreta-
tion and can be used to describe specific aspects of life. For instance, in Vedic astrology, 
the 10th harmonic is used to describe one’s profession, a person’s vocation and profession-
al success. The strengths and weaknesses of this chart would be interpreted to describe 
your career. The 12th harmonic is taken to describe one’s parents. The strengths and weak-
nesses of this chart would be interpreted to describe your parents and your relationship to 
them. 

In Vedic astrology, the 9th harmonic or Navamsha chart is considered the most important. 
It is considered the inner counterpart to the 1st harmonic or natal chart. The 1st harmonic 
is the tree, the 9th harmonic is the fruit. The 1st harmonic is the outer or visible life, while 
the 9th harmonic shows the soul of a person. For this reason, it is also considered the most 
important chart for describing a person’s marriage and intimate relationships.

Unlike the 1st harmonic, each sign is not just one 30-degree slice of a circle. It is the 
composite of nine 3-degree, 20 minute slices (Navamshas) evenly distributed around the 
circle, which add up to 30 degrees per sign. For example, Aries occupies the beginning 
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of each of the nine microcosmic zodiacs spanning the circle. The 9th harmonic chart is 
created by placing all planets in the same Navamsha sign together into the same portion 
of a 12 sign chart. (Examples are shown in the Case Studies chapter.)

I chose to do an in-depth study of the 9th harmonic because, after studying hundreds of 
charts, I became convinced that it holds a great key to understanding any person, entity 
or event. Below is the summary of the 9th harmonic study. It shows the strength of each 
study group by sign in comparison with the results from the 1st harmonic study. 

Like the 1st harmonic study, most of the findings are consistent with what astrological the-
ory would have predicted.  For instance, Aries is strong for Sex Workers; Taurus is strong 
for Alcoholics; Cancer is strong for people working in the Culinary field as well as Child 
Prodigies; Scorpio is strong for Fighters, Murderers, and Psychiatrists; Sagittarius is strong 
for Scientists; Capricorn is strong for Military staff; Aquarius is strong for Actors and peo-
ple Married 15 or more years; and Pisces is strong for Priests. 

The following list of top findings show the groups that have individual planetary strength 
and overall strength in a given sign. Noted with blue highlights are the groups that are 
statistically strong in both the 1st harmonic and 9th harmonic studies. 
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 Top Findings (by probability of being an accident)

1.  Spiritual Teachers  Jupiter in Leo  1 in 86,694 
2.  Medical  Mars in Pisces  34,321 
3.  Obesity  Mars in Cancer  22,799 
4.  Astrologers  Venus in Cancer  11,689 
5.  Business Owners  Mercury in Libra  5,110 
6.  Mental Illness  Sun in Gemini  4,538 
7.  Child Prodigy  Mars in Libra  4,537 
8.  Psychics  Saturn in Sagittarius  4,284 
9.  Priests  Sun in Leo  3,379 

10.  Military  Mercury in Capricorn  2,361 
11.  Salespeople  Saturn in Leo  2,142 
12.  Brilliant Mind  Jupiter in Leo  1,624 
13.  Writers  Mars in Gemini  1,564 
14.  Homosexuals  Venus in Capricorn  1,548 
15.  Comedians  Mars in Taurus  1,143 
16.  Adopted  Jupiter in Libra  1,049 
17.  Heart Attack  Aries  1,015 
18.  Math/Physics  Saturn in Taurus  970 
19.  Fashion Designers  Mars in Virgo  959 
20.  Sex Workers  Mercury in Aries  900 
21.  Scientists  Mercury in Sagittarius  826 
22.  Military  Mercury in Pisces  688 
23.  Child Abuse Victim  Aries (weak)  652 
24.  Scientists  Sun in Taurus  633 
25.  Royalty  Jupiter in Libra  623 
26.  Activists  Mercury in Scorpio  620 
27.  Widowed  Venus in Scorpio  596 
28.  Only Child  Jupiter in Scorpio  596 
29.  Criminal Careers  Jupiter in Virgo  518 
30.  Only Child  Aquarius  489 
31.  Stroke  Jupiter in Libra  478 
32.  Astrologers  Jupiter in Sagittarius  467 
33.  Sports  Jupiter in Aries  457 
34.  Astrologers  Sun in Libra  418 
35.  Same Job 10+ years  Moon in Leo  415 

For the summary, only the group’s with overall sign strength are listed. This was done by 
totaling the amount of planetary positions for each study group in all seven planetary 
bodies (Sun through Saturn) combined. In this table, I also listed the 1st harmonic findings 
for purposes of comparison. Again, the blue highlights show the findings that are statisti-
cally strong in both the 1st harmonic and 9th harmonic studies. 
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Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo
9th Heart Attack Alcoholics Business Owners Birth Defect Children 4+ AIDS

Harmonic Sex Workers Comedians Mental Illness Child Prodigy Psychics Alcoholics
Heart Attack Professors Corporate Tycoons Children none

Infant Mortality Culinary Child Performers
Scientists Models Criminal Careers

Spiritual Teachers Musicians Marriage late/never
Suicide Obesity Military
Writers Presidents Out Of Body - NDE

Psychiatrists
Singers

1st Brilliant Mind Artists Business Owners Astrologers Astrologers AIDS
Harmonic Children 4+ Children 4+ Sports Child Prodigy Lawyers Alcoholics

Math/Physics Mental Handicap Stroke Corporate Tycoons Models Cancer Patients
Salespeople Murderers Twins Culinary Politicians Child Performers

Sports Same Job 10+ yrs Depression Sex Abuse Victim Drug Abuse
Singers Infant Mortality Marriage late/never
Sports Military Military

Salespeople Out Of Body - NDE
Sex Abuse Victims Sex Abuse Victims

Teachers K-12 Sex Offenders
Twins Sex Workers

Libra Scorpio Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces
9th Stroke Child Performer Astrologers Birth Defect Actors Royalty

Harmonic Fighters Corporate Tycoons Composers Brilliant Mind Singers
Homosexuals Instrumentalists Drug Abuse Children 4+
Math/Physics Marriage 15+ yrs Homosexuals Fiction Writers
Mental Illness Salespeople Military Marriage 15+ yrs

Murderers Scientists Models Only Child
Psychiatrists Wealthy Out Of Body - NDE Salespeople

Politicians Sex Offenders
Sex Workers

1st Activists Astrologers AIDS Adopted Actors Artists
Harmonic Alcoholics Child Performer Sex Abuse Victims Comedians Artists Brilliant Mind

Criminal Careers Criminal Careers Scientists Composers Comedians Life Long 80+ yrs
Sex Symbols Homosexuals Stroke Fighters Culinary Mental Handicap

Life Short 29- yrs Homosexuals Homicide Victims Twins
Mental Illness Inheritance Life Short 29- years

Mystics Math/Physics Marriage never
Psychiatrists Military Marriage 15+ yrs

Royalty Scientists Only Child
Sex Symbols Technical Sex Symbols

Wealthy Transvestites Salespeople
Widowed Suicide
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navamshas

Navamsha is the name for the nine 1/9th portions of each zodiac sign in Vedic astrology.  
Navam means nine in the Tamil language spoken in southern India. 

For each sign, there is a compact description of its navamshas as well as a listing of the 
groups with statistical strength in each navamsha. These listings help us to understand 
which portions contribute towards the summary charts of the 1st and 9th harmonics. They 
also show us how the planetary effects vary in different portions of each sign. 

For instance, we see that Twins are strong in 1st harmonic Gemini. But in reality, Twins are 
not strong in every part of Gemini. They are actually strongest in the Gemini navamsha 
of Gemini. Similarly, Spiritual Teachers not strong in every part of Pisces. They are stron-
gest in the Pisces navamsha of Pisces. This adds great detail to the evaluation of planetary 
positions in the zodiac. 

This study also shows us that the effects of sign combinations can vary greatly. In Aries, 
the Gemini navamsha was strong for those with Brilliant Minds. However, in Taurus, the 
Gemini navamsha was strong for those with Mental Illnesses. The mental aptitude for 
which Gemini is known clearly expresses itself much better in Aries than Taurus.

There were many cases where reversing the sign and navamsha gave reversed effects:

Sign Navamsha Groups
Taurus Leo Murderers

Leo Taurus Police, Military, Suicide
Scorpio Aquarius Criminals

Aquarius Scorpio Police
Cancer Scorpio Psychiatrists
Scorpio Cancer Mental Illness

In other cases, reversing the sign and navamsha yielded the same result:

Sign Navamsha Groups
Scorpio Sagittarius AIDS victims

Sagittarius Scorpio AIDS victims
Leo Virgo AIDS victims

Virgo Leo AIDS victims
Virgo Capricorn Military personnel

Capricorn Virgo Military personnel
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arIes

Navamshas in Aries

Aries: Salespeople

These are forceful, independent, hardworking people with definite goals. They are, how-
ever, very self-centered, impatient and insensitive to others.

Taurus: Birth Defect, Professors

These are highly determined, money-oriented, sexually magnetic people. However, they 
are self-centered, stubborn, and unwilling to listen to others. 

Gemini: Brilliant Minds, Psychics

These are very alert, intelligent, adventurous people. However, they can be unreliable, 
impatient, and scattered. 

Cancer: Child Prodigy, Engineers, Models, Same Job 15+ Years

These people are caring, romantic, and highly imaginative. However, they are also vola-
tile, over-sensitive, and depressive.

Leo: Artists, Salespeople, Spiritual, Teachers, Wealthy

These are confident, creative, romantic people who inspire confidence. They are egotisti-
cal though, demanding, and lack self-awareness.

Virgo: Child Prodigies, Mentally Handicapped, Police, Sports

These are highly organized, hard-working, dutiful people. However, they can be extreme-
ly critical, pessimistic, and prone to feelings of guilt.

Libra: Depression, Sex Workers

These are independent, pioneering, self-willed people who have big dreams. They are 
self-absorbed though, insensitive, and rebellious. 

Scorpio: Math/Physics

These are very aggressive, intense, ambitious people. They are also devious, dangerous, 
and overly sexual.

Sagittarius: Homosexuals

These are adventurous philosophers who carve out their own merry paths. They can also 
be presumptuous, immature and ungrounded. 
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study grouPs

The following section contains an in-depth look at each of the 80 study groups. For each 
group, I show the major themes as well as the most notable individual findings. The de-
scriptions of the findings are intentionally condensed in order to let the reader come to 
their own conclusions and not to lead anyone into seeing what may not be there. I also 
do not presume to understand every facet of each study group.

Thereafter, I summarized all significant findings in a table that lists the strong 1st harmonic 
and 9th harmonic sign positions, the frequent 36th harmonic aspects, any planets frequent-
ly found on the 4 Axis points, any strong navamshas positions – which are the 9 divisions 
of each sign, as well as any other significant findings for each group. If the Moon's nodes 
for a group are strong in the same sign in both the 1st and 9th harmonics, it is listed by 
North Node sign-South Node sign, which are always opposite.

This may be enough information for most. But for those who want more detail, I have also 
shown all the numerical findings (raw data) for each planet’s sign positions in the 1st and 
9th harmonic, 36th harmonic aspects, and positions on the 4 Axis points. Findings in the 
upper 5% (95% or higher) of the normal curve are highlighted in blue and those in the 
lower 5% are highlighted in red. The expected value used for each sign position is n/12. 
As described in the introduction, this allows us to see how each planet-in-sign position is 
most expressed through individual groups.

Also shown are the results from using adjusted expected values in the 1st harmonic signs. 
I did this by using control groups to find the expected values of each planet-in-sign po-
sition. The results from both methods were identical for the Moon, since it has an even 
distribution through the signs. The results were mostly the same for the Sun, Mercury, and 
Venus, and partially the same for Mars. However, the findings for Jupiter and Saturn were 
mostly eliminated, since they are slow moving and have the same results as control group 
populations. These results are boxed (). All numerical probabilities shown are calculat-
ed in this manner. Groups in bold have at least a 1 in 100 probability of occurring at random.

The 9th harmonic signs and 36th harmonic aspects have a mostly uniform distribution. As a 
result, the findings were nearly identical for both methods. Most of the significant findings 
were also the same for the 4 Axis points even though people are more often born at dawn 
than any other time. 

In each of the groups, there is a strong theme by sign and/or planet. Out of the 80 groups 
studied, 27 of them are significantly strong or weak in the same sign in both the 1st and 9th 
harmonics. Often the dominant sign and planet shows the commonly thought relationship 
between them. For example, people with careers in the culinary industry are strong in 
both Cancer and the Moon. Also, Career Criminals are strong in both Scorpio and Mars. 
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artIsts

Theme: Pisces, Venus

Pisces is strong in the 1st Harmonic (1 in 6,766), especially the Sun (1 in 1,857) and 
Venus (1 in 1,083):
Pisces has long been associated with artistry. Their reflectiveness and sensitivity to their 
surroundings allows them to be productive during times of seclusion, which they enjoy.

Virgo is weak in both the 1st and 9th Harmonics:
The opposite sign of Pisces, Virgo focuses on logic and critical analysis. This is a classic 
right brain-left brain contrast.

2nd Quadrant is weak:
Artists are not overly concerned with fulfilling goals through personal relationships.

Venus is strong in Sagittarius in both the 1st and 9th Harmonics:
Venus, the planets of the arts, is very adventurous and expansive in Sagittarius.

Mars in Taurus is strong in the 1st Harmonic (1 in 18,741):
They put a great deal of energy (Mars) into creating physical beauty (Taurus).

Venus-Pluto aspects and midpoints are frequent:
Artists see deeply (Pluto) into the nature of beauty (Venus). 

Size: 274 1st Harmonic 9th Harmonic Aspects 4 Axis Points Navamshas
Moon Leo Mercury-Jupiter Moon-Dsc Aries-Leo
Sun Pisces Venus-Pluto Sun-Asc Pisces-Leo
Mercury Aquarius, Pisces Saturn-Uranus Venus-IC Pisces-Pisces
Venus Aries, Sag, Pisces Sag, Aquarius Chiron-Dsc
Mars Taurus, Leo Moon’s Nodes
Jupiter Sagittarius Infrequent Scorpio-Taurus
Saturn Libra Pisces Sun-Dsc
TOTAL Taurus, Pisces Infrequent Mars-Dsc Midpoints
(weak) Cancer, Leo, Virgo Virgo Sun-Uranus Jupiter-Asc Venus-Neptune

Jupiter-IC Venus-Pluto
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1H ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i
Moon 30 25 23 17 14 20 27 22 28 19 20 29
Sun 27 26 24 24 20 10 22 17 20 22 24 38
Mercury 28 27 20 18 17 19 17 20 18 24 35 31
Venus 34 23 21 19 19 19 13 14 33 18 25 36
Mars 13 39 19 19 32 21 25 25 18 24 21 18
Jupiter 26 16 18 22 19 24 26 23 34 21 25 20
Saturn 20 25 16 20 17 25 31 21 24 21 29 25
TOTAL 178 181 141 139 138 138 161 142 175 149 179 197

9H ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i
Moon 27 24 21 25 31 20 22 27 18 20 17 22
Sun 16 16 25 25 24 23 29 23 27 22 24 20
Mercury 26 21 26 22 18 23 24 23 19 20 28 24
Venus 19 23 19 27 27 18 13 27 34 20 31 16
Mars 18 22 30 26 23 23 26 15 26 22 22 21
Jupiter 20 27 28 27 22 23 19 27 19 26 17 19
Saturn 27 26 25 24 20 10 19 27 22 21 21 32
TOTAL 153 159 174 176 165 140 152 169 165 151 160 154

4 Axis Points Total Percentile Total Percentile
Moon-Asc 10 61 Jupiter-MC 13 90
Moon-Dsc 15 98 Jupiter-IC 3 2
Moon-MC 9 48 Saturn-Asc 11 74
Moon-IC 7 24 Saturn-Dsc 7 24
Sun-Asc 14 95 Saturn-MC 10 61
Sun-Dsc 3 2 Saturn-IC 10 61
Sun-MC 5 8 Uranus-Asc 8 35
Sun-IC 5 8 Uranus-Dsc 5 8
Mercury-Asc 5 8 Uranus-MC 9 48
Mercury-Dsc 13 90 Uranus-IC 10 61
Mercury-MC 8 35 Neptune-Asc 7 24
Mercury-IC 7 24 Neptune-Dsc 12 83
Venus-Asc 11 74 Neptune-MC 7 24
Venus-Dsc 8 35 Neptune-IC 9 48
Venus-MC 9 48 Pluto-Asc 7 24
Venus-IC 15 98 Pluto-Dsc 7 24
Mars-Asc 9 48 Pluto-MC 13 90
Mars-Dsc 4 4 Pluto-IC 10 61
Mars-MC 7 24 Chiron-Asc 8 35
Mars-IC 4 4 Chiron-Dsc 14 95
Jupiter-Asc 2 1 Chiron-MC 8 35
Jupiter-Dsc 13 90 Chiron-IC 8 35
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Aspects Total Percentile Total Percentile
Moon 353 24 Mercury/Saturn 40 73
Sun 343 26 Mercury/Uranus 31 16
Mercury 370 60 Mercury/Neptune 31 16
Venus 375 71 Mercury/Pluto 40 73
Mars 363 45 Mercury/Chiron 40 73
Jupiter 368 56 Venus/Mars 28 6
Saturn 383 84 Venus/Jupiter 36 46
Uranus 354 26 Venus/Saturn 35 39
Neptune 370 60 Venus/Uranus 40 73
Pluto 380 80 Venus/Neptune 41 79
Chiron 381 81 Venus/Pluto 46 95
Moon/Sun 36 46 Venus/Chiron 41 79
Moon/Mercury 36 46 Mars/Jupiter 34 33
Moon/Venus 37 53 Mars/Saturn 34 33
Moon/Mars 41 79 Mars/Uranus 34 33
Moon/Jupiter 29 9 Mars/Neptune 34 33
Moon/Saturn 36 46 Mars/Pluto 43 87
Moon/Uranus 32 21 Mars/Chiron 40 73
Moon/Neptune 33 27 Jupiter/Saturn 42 83
Moon/Pluto 37 53 Jupiter/Uranus 42 83
Moon/Chiron 36 46 Jupiter/Neptune 40 73
Sun/Mercury 32 41 Jupiter/Pluto 32 21
Sun/Venus 30 50 Jupiter/Chiron 35 39
Sun/Mars 42 83 Saturn/Uranus 46 95
Sun/Jupiter 32 21 Saturn/Neptune 37 53
Sun/Saturn 42 83 Saturn/Pluto 31 16
Sun/Uranus 25 2 Saturn/Chiron 40 73
Sun/Neptune 33 27 Uranus/Neptune 36 46
Sun/Pluto 32 21 Uranus/Pluto 37 53
Sun/Chiron 39 67 Uranus/Chiron 31 16
Mercury/Venus 41 79 Neptune/Pluto 44 91
Mercury/Mars 33 27 Neptune/Chiron 41 79
Mercury/Jupiter 46 95 Pluto/Chiron 38 60
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marrIage – 15 years or more

Theme: Aquarius, Sagittarius, Venus, Jupiter

Aquarius is strong in the 1st and 9th Harmonics (1 in 387 - 1H): 
Aquarians are attractive people who love being involved in relationships of all kinds, 
which is of great benefit to finding romantic partners. This strongly confirms the idea that 
Aquarius is the Venusian love sign and not Libra, which is weak for this group.

Sun and Venus in Aquarius are strong in the 1st and 9th Harmonics:
Their personal goals and sense of identity (Sun) revolve around being in relationships. 
These people take great pride and joy in their relationships. They also are quite adept at 
attracting partners. This also reinforces the association of Venus with Aquarius.

Sagittarius is strong:
Sagittarians are known for being freedom-loving people. However, combining the Sagit-
tarian enthusiasm with Aquarian attractiveness creates a very appealing personality with 
positive expectations in relationships.

Venus-Saturn aspects are frequent, and Venus-Jupiter aspects are infrequent:
Saturn adds longevity and seriousness to relationships (Venus). They are able to endure 
periods of difficulty and even to sacrifice themselves (Saturn) for their partners (Venus). 
Jupiter seeks freedom and, therefore, has many short-lived relationships (Venus).

Jupiter is strong on the Ascendant (1 in 384) and Midheaven:
Enthusiasm and positive experiences result from having Jupiter on the Axis points.

Pluto is strong on the Imum Coeli (1 in 173), but weak on the Ascendant and MC:
On the IC, Pluto indicates intense bonds and struggles in the home. Pluto being infre-
quent on the Ascendant and MC, reduces the likelihood of a person having interpersonal 
power struggles, co-dependency issues, or being manipulative.

Size: 469 1st Harmonic 9th Harmonic Aspects 4 Axis Points
Moon Sagittarius Sun-Jupiter Jupiter-Asc
Sun Aquarius Aquarius Mercury-Venus Jupiter-MC
Mercury Capricorn, Aquarius Venus-Saturn Pluto-IC
Venus Aries, Virgo, Aquarius Sagittarius, Aquarius Venus-Uranus
Mars Gemini Saturn-Neptune Infrequent
Jupiter Saturn-Chiron Moon-IC
Saturn Taurus, Sagitt, Aquarius Virgo Neptune-Dsc
TOTAL Aquarius Sagittarius, Aquarius Infrequent Pluto-Asc
(weak) Libra Venus-Jupiter Pluto-MC
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1H ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i
Moon 32 42 41 37 46 43 36 39 52 36 35 30
Sun 39 46 33 38 44 24 40 38 29 41 50 47
Mercury 43 33 35 34 39 32 25 46 39 50 49 44
Venus 53 41 36 47 29 54 21 36 32 36 52 32
Mars 36 36 60 43 43 44 40 36 33 28 36 34
Jupiter 36 39 43 33 44 47 38 48 37 44 29 31
Saturn 38 51 39 36 31 30 33 43 51 34 50 33
TOTAL 277 288 287 268 276 274 233 286 273 269 301 251

9H ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i
Moon 28 44 31 41 45 38 30 44 48 49 43 28
Sun 41 29 31 37 22 46 41 37 46 39 54 46
Mercury 33 37 42 47 36 45 44 41 30 32 45 37
Venus 36 35 37 35 34 34 39 33 52 47 52 35
Mars 43 43 46 38 37 41 33 34 41 42 34 37
Jupiter 33 42 43 40 38 38 34 32 47 35 39 48
Saturn 38 38 32 41 38 50 37 39 36 34 39 47
TOTAL 252 268 262 279 250 292 258 260 300 278 306 278

4 Axis Points Total Percentile Total Percentile
Moon-Asc 19 81 Jupiter-MC 23 97
Moon-Dsc 17 64 Jupiter-IC 10 7
Moon-MC 14 34 Saturn-Asc 21 92
Moon-IC 9 4 Saturn-Dsc 12 17
Sun-Asc 18 73 Saturn-MC 17 64
Sun-Dsc 16 54 Saturn-IC 11 12
Sun-MC 19 81 Uranus-Asc 13 25
Sun-IC 17 64 Uranus-Dsc 15 44
Mercury-Asc 16 54 Uranus-MC 17 64
Mercury-Dsc 19 81 Uranus-IC 12 17
Mercury-MC 20 87 Neptune-Asc 18 73
Mercury-IC 18 73 Neptune-Dsc 7 1
Venus-Asc 14 34 Neptune-MC 17 64
Venus-Dsc 18 73 Neptune-IC 14 34
Venus-MC 17 64 Pluto-Asc 7 1
Venus-IC 20 87 Pluto-Dsc 15 44
Mars-Asc 18 73 Pluto-MC 9 4
Mars-Dsc 17 64 Pluto-IC 26 99.6
Mars-MC 17 64 Chiron-Asc 12 17
Mars-IC 15 44 Chiron-Dsc 15 44
Jupiter-Asc 27 99.8 Chiron-MC 20 87
Jupiter-Dsc 11 12 Chiron-IC 18 73
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Aspects Total Percentile Total Percentile
Moon 634 65 Mercury/Saturn 56 19
Sun 634 88 Mercury/Uranus 63 53
Mercury 630 58 Mercury/Neptune 65 63
Venus 654 89 Mercury/Pluto 68 77
Mars 631 60 Mercury/Chiron 68 77
Jupiter 638 71 Venus/Mars 69 81
Saturn 662 94 Venus/Jupiter 48 2
Uranus 631 60 Venus/Saturn 76 97
Neptune 647 82 Venus/Uranus 74 94
Pluto 637 69 Venus/Neptune 63 53
Chiron 646 81 Venus/Pluto 66 68
Moon/Sun 56 19 Venus/Chiron 54 12
Moon/Mercury 54 12 Mars/Jupiter 70 84
Moon/Venus 72 90 Mars/Saturn 57 23
Moon/Mars 54 12 Mars/Uranus 69 81
Moon/Jupiter 70 84 Mars/Neptune 54 12
Moon/Saturn 72 90 Mars/Pluto 63 53
Moon/Uranus 61 42 Mars/Chiron 65 63
Moon/Neptune 62 47 Jupiter/Saturn 61 42
Moon/Pluto 72 90 Jupiter/Uranus 71 87
Moon/Chiron 61 42 Jupiter/Neptune 57 23
Sun/Mercury 61 72 Jupiter/Pluto 60 37
Sun/Venus 56 75 Jupiter/Chiron 64 58
Sun/Mars 68 77 Saturn/Uranus 55 15
Sun/Jupiter 80 99.1 Saturn/Neptune 89 99.9
Sun/Saturn 65 63 Saturn/Pluto 56 19
Sun/Uranus 57 23 Saturn/Chiron 75 95
Sun/Neptune 69 81 Uranus/Neptune 59 32
Sun/Pluto 59 32 Uranus/Pluto 64 58
Sun/Chiron 63 53 Uranus/Chiron 58 27
Mercury/Venus 76 97 Neptune/Pluto 60 37
Mercury/Mars 62 47 Neptune/Chiron 69 81
Mercury/Jupiter 57 23 Pluto/Chiron 69 81
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mIlItary Personnel

Theme: Virgo, Capricorn, Saturn, Neptune, Chiron

Capricorn is strong in the 1st and 9th Harmonics, especially Mercury (1 in 2,361 – 9H):
Capricorns are the most authoritative and domineering people. They desire respect that 
can be seen in forms such as large hierarchical organizations. In Mercury, They think in 
very serious, realistic terms and admire authoritative thinking.

Virgo is strong in the 1st and 9th Harmonics:
Virgo and Capricorn are the hardest working, most practical signs. They seek order and 
discipline. 

Gemini is weak in both the 1st and 9th Harmonics:
Geminis are too friendly, lighthearted and flexible for the military structure. 

Mercury in Aries is weak (1 in 469 – 9H) and Mercury-Uranus aspects are infrequent:
This suggests a lack of independent (Aries, Uranus) thinking (Mercury).

Saturn aspects are frequent:
Saturnian people are often conservative and live very structured, disciplined, authori-
ty-centered lives. 

Neptune aspects are frequent, especially Venus-Neptune aspects (1 in 241):
They are frequently subjected to illusory beliefs and expectations (Neptune) in the form of 
propaganda about “the enemy.” Loss (Neptune) of co-workers and separation from their 
spouses and children (Venus) is a constant theme in the military. 

Chiron aspects are frequent, especially Uranus-Chiron aspects (1 in 446):
They inflict and experience a great deal of wounding.

Size: 216 1st Harmonic 9th Harmonic Aspects 4 Axis Points
Moon Capricorn Aquarius Saturn Sun-MC
Sun Aquarius Neptune Venus-Asc
Mercury Virgo, Capricorn, Aquar Capricorn, Pisces Chiron Venus-MC
Venus Cancer Moon-Mercury
Mars Virgo Taurus Sun-Neptune Infrequent
Jupiter Capricorn Venus-Neptune Sun-Dsc
Saturn Virgo Aries Jupiter-Chiron
TOTAL Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn Virgo, Capricorn Saturn-Neptune Midpoints
(weak) Gemini Gemini Saturn-Chiron Mercury-Saturn

Uranus-Chiron Uranus-Chiron
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1H ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i
Moon 18 23 19 20 12 18 20 10 16 29 13 18
Sun 11 17 14 20 22 22 14 17 15 16 28 20
Mercury 18 12 12 22 12 25 17 20 12 27 26 13
Venus 14 17 16 26 11 18 19 21 20 20 19 15
Mars 8 17 17 20 23 27 24 14 16 17 18 15
Jupiter 20 10 13 19 21 19 23 23 18 14 15 21
Saturn 20 13 16 20 14 25 15 21 19 21 14 18
TOTAL 109 109 107 147 115 154 132 126 116 144 133 120

9H ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i
Moon 20 14 15 14 17 23 13 18 19 19 26 18
Sun 21 15 11 20 19 23 20 17 17 17 15 21
Mercury 6 22 14 13 13 20 19 13 17 32 17 30
Venus 13 23 14 17 17 20 16 22 20 13 23 18
Mars 16 26 13 14 8 19 22 20 20 19 18 21
Jupiter 16 11 18 23 19 20 23 16 20 26 8 16
Saturn 25 15 18 23 19 24 11 14 15 21 19 12
TOTAL 117 126 103 124 112 149 124 120 128 147 126 136

4 Axis Points Total Percentile Total Percentile
Moon-Asc 5 20 Jupiter-MC 10 86
Moon-Dsc 7 47 Jupiter-IC 10 86
Moon-MC 4 11 Saturn-Asc 10 86
Moon-IC 8 62 Saturn-Dsc 3 6
Sun-Asc 5 20 Saturn-MC 9 75
Sun-Dsc 1 1 Saturn-IC 10 86
Sun-MC 12 97 Uranus-Asc 8 62
Sun-IC 8 62 Uranus-Dsc 3 6
Mercury-Asc 8 62 Uranus-MC 9 75
Mercury-Dsc 4 11 Uranus-IC 8 62
Mercury-MC 6 32 Neptune-Asc 8 62
Mercury-IC 5 20 Neptune-Dsc 10 86
Venus-Asc 13 99 Neptune-MC 9 75
Venus-Dsc 9 75 Neptune-IC 5 20
Venus-MC 12 97 Pluto-Asc 5 20
Venus-IC 9 75 Pluto-Dsc 9 75
Mars-Asc 6 32 Pluto-MC 7 47
Mars-Dsc 6 32 Pluto-IC 6 32
Mars-MC 7 47 Chiron-Asc 5 20
Mars-IC 4 11 Chiron-Dsc 10 86
Jupiter-Asc 6 32 Chiron-MC 7 47
Jupiter-Dsc 3 6 Chiron-IC 7 47
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Aspects Total Percentile Total Percentile
Moon 283 38 Mercury/Saturn 32 74
Sun 283 61 Mercury/Uranus 20 4
Mercury 294 65 Mercury/Neptune 25 22
Venus 295 67 Mercury/Pluto 31 67
Mars 273 17 Mercury/Chiron 36 93
Jupiter 294 65 Venus/Mars 26 29
Saturn 318 97 Venus/Jupiter 34 85
Uranus 305 86 Venus/Saturn 35 89
Neptune 331 99.7 Venus/Uranus 22 9
Pluto 286 45 Venus/Neptune 44 99.9
Chiron 324 99 Venus/Pluto 22 9
Moon/Sun 28 44 Venus/Chiron 32 74
Moon/Mercury 39 98 Mars/Jupiter 30 59
Moon/Venus 23 12 Mars/Saturn 24 17
Moon/Mars 25 22 Mars/Uranus 34 85
Moon/Jupiter 22 9 Mars/Neptune 26 29
Moon/Saturn 26 29 Mars/Pluto 27 36
Moon/Uranus 31 67 Mars/Chiron 33 80
Moon/Neptune 35 89 Jupiter/Saturn 31 67
Moon/Pluto 28 44 Jupiter/Uranus 36 93
Moon/Chiron 26 29 Jupiter/Neptune 32 74
Sun/Mercury 28 70 Jupiter/Pluto 23 12
Sun/Venus 25 61 Jupiter/Chiron 37 95
Sun/Mars 20 4 Saturn/Uranus 30 59
Sun/Jupiter 26 29 Saturn/Neptune 38 97
Sun/Saturn 28 44 Saturn/Pluto 35 89
Sun/Uranus 30 59 Saturn/Chiron 39 98
Sun/Neptune 42 99.6 Uranus/Neptune 30 59
Sun/Pluto 31 67 Uranus/Pluto 32 74
Sun/Chiron 25 22 Uranus/Chiron 40 99
Mercury/Venus 32 74 Neptune/Pluto 30 59
Mercury/Mars 28 44 Neptune/Chiron 29 52
Mercury/Jupiter 23 12 Pluto/Chiron 27 36
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aPPendIx 1 – the rIsIng sIgn 

I did not include the Ascendant/Rising sign in this project because its value is question-
able. Here is the reason: The Ascendant, which is taken to have great importance in how 
a person expresses themselves outwardly, displays an increasingly uneven distribution the 
farther North or South of the Equator people are born. This is because, in locations other 
than the Equator, the signs on the ecliptic cross the Eastern horizon at differing angles. 
The signs that take the longest to cross the horizon are the most perpendicular to it.

Below, is what a sample of the rising signs of 10,000 people born at a latitude of 60º N 
would look like (such as Alaska, Scandinavia, and Moscow). Eighty percent of the people 
have their Ascendants in half of the signs, the signs where the declination of the Sun is 
decreasing (Cancer through Sagittarius).  

The study on the quadrants revealed that people with a predominance of the signs where 
the Sun’s declination is increasing (Capricorn – Gemini) have a distinctly more positive 
character than do those whose predominant signs are the signs where the Sun’s declina-
tion is decreasing. Are we supposed to believe that the majority of people on Earth are 
destined for difficulties? 

Secondly, and probably more importantly: Is it realistic that human beings would have 
such a skewed distribution of personality traits? 
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To study the Rising sign, I calculated each group’s percentage in the 12 rising signs and 
ranked each group against all 80 groups. In the following tables, the top 10 percentages 
are listed for each sign. The results were strong for Aries, Taurus, Cancer, Virgo and Scor-
pio, but weak for Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces. There-
fore, I would not class this as a highly effective technique. (Groups in bold are strong 
compared with control groups.)

Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer

 1 Salespeople 10.0% Teachers K-12 12.3% Heart Attack 14.3% Fashion Designers 17.4%

 2 Police 9.1% Fashion Designers 11.6% Math/Physics 13.3% Birth Defect 15.2%

 3 Fighters 8.5% Inheritance 10.5% Transvestites 12.5% Infant Mortality 15.1%

 4 Adopted 7.9% Salespeople 10.0% Twins 12.3% Criminal Careers 13.6%

 5 Widowed 7.5% Poets 9.8% Models 11.2% Same Job 10+ years 13.1%

 6 Inheritance 7.3% Obesity 9.6% Teachers K-12 11.1% Artists 12.4%

 7 Obesity 7.3% Artists 9.5% Lawyers 10.4% Adopted 11.9%

 8 Models 7.2% Astrologers 8.9% Marriage none 10.4% Models 11.8%

 9 Singers 6.9% Engineers 8.6% Depression 9.9% Depression 11.7%

 10 Depression 6.8% Sex Abuse Victim 8.6% Sex Offenders 9.9% Math/Physics 11.7%

Leo Virgo Libra Scorpio

 1 Transvestites 18.8% Culinary 17.0% Fashion Designers 14.5% Mental Illness 16.1%

 2 Spiritual Teachers 17.9% Corporate Tycoons 15.6% Widowed 14.5% Child Prodigy 14.9%

 3 Culinary 15.2% Singers 14.6% Business Owners 14.1% Life Long 80+ years 14.0%

 4 Suicide 15.2% Alcoholics 14.1% Military 13.4% Artists 13.9%

 5 Engineers 15.1% Infant Mortality 14.0% Stroke 13.1% Inheritance 13.7%

 6 Brilliant Mind 14.9% Sex Offenders 13.9% Homosexuals 12.8% Widowed 13.7%

 7 Police 14.8% Depression 13.6% Scientists 12.8% Criminal Careers 13.6%

 8 Child Prodigy 14.2% Mental Handicap 13.5% Instrumentalists 12.6% Sex Abuse Victim 13.3%

 9 Royalty 14.0% Royalty 13.2% Psychics 12.6% Spiritual Teachers 13.0%

 10 Comedians 13.7% Activists 13.1% Child Abuse Victims 12.4% Brilliant Mind 12.8%

Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces

 1 Police 15.9% Royalty 12.6% Obesity 11.9% Sex Workers 14.6%

 2 Psychiatrists 14.1% Sex Symbols 11.7% Only Child 10.8% Sex Offenders 9.9%

 3 Adopted 13.6% Homicide Victim 10.6% Alcoholics 9.8% Obesity 8.5%

 4 Lawyers 12.6% Mental Handicap 10.6% Priests 9.7% Same Job 10+ years 7.2%

 5 Mental Handicap 12.5% Journalists 10.2% Children none 9.6% Birth Defect 6.6%

 6 Transvestites 12.5% Police 10.2% Lawyers 9.3% Psychiatrists 6.5%

 7 Child Performer 12.4% Spiritual Teachers 10.1% Stroke 9.3% Psychics 6.5%

 8 Out of Body/NDE 12.4% Priests 10.1% Comedians 9.2% Children none 6.4%

 9 Fighters 12.3% Child Abuse Victims 10.0% Sex Symbols 8.6% Homosexuals 6.4%

 10 Infant Mortality 12.3% Only Child 9.6% AIDS 8.5% Life Short 29- years 6.4%
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aPPendIx 5 - Planetary rulershIPs

In traditional astrology, each of the seven 'planets', Moon to Saturn, are assigned rulership 
over and exaltation in specific signs. Planets are thought to be strongest when positioned 
in these signs. Simultaneously, planets are thought to be weakest when in the opposite 
signs, which are labeled detriment and fall.

Traditional
Ruled Exalted Detriment Fall

Moon Cancer Taurus Capricorn Scorpio
Sun Leo Aries Aquarius Libra
Mercury Gemini, Virgo Virgo Sagittarius, Pisces Pisces
Venus Taurus, Libra Pisces Aries, Scorpio Virgo
Mars Aries, Scorpio Capricorn Taurus, Libra Cancer
Jupiter Sagittarius, Pisces Cancer Gemini, Virgo Capricorn
Saturn Capricorn, Aquarius Libra Cancer, Leo Aries

To study this concept, I observed which signs were the strongest and weakest for each 
planet. This was determined by observing the signs where each planet has the most 
groups expressing their positive or negative natures in both the 1st and 9th harmonics. 

Out of 28 total positions, only 5 are the same as traditional rulerships (shown in blue), 
with 7 being the opposite (shown in red). Venus is the most consistent with traditional 
theory, being both strong in Taurus and weak in Virgo. Mercury is the least consistent, 
being both strong in Pisces and weak in Virgo. 

The Sun is strongest in Aquarius, its traditional detriment, in both the 1st and 9th harmon-
ics. Mars is strongest in Leo in both the 1st and 9th harmonics. Leo is the most benevolent 
sign, being strong for three planets in the 9th harmonic. Virgo is the most problematic sign, 
being weak for every planet except Saturn. Interestingly, Saturn is best in the two signs 
where the other planets are weakest, Virgo and Scorpio, probably since it has the effect of 
restricting the deleterious effects of these signs.

Actual
Planetary Strength Planetary Weakness

1st Harmonic 9th Harmonic 1st Harmonic 9th Harmonic
Moon Libra Leo Aries Virgo/Scorpio
Sun Aquarius Aquarius Virgo
Mercury Pisces Libra/Aquarius Scorpio Virgo
Venus Taurus Cancer Virgo Sagittarius
Mars Leo Leo Virgo Cancer/Scorpio
Jupiter Sagittarius Leo Cancer/Virgo
Saturn Scorpio Taurus/Virgo Sagittarius Capricorn
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aPPendIx 6 – retrograde Planets

Of all the planets, Mercury and Venus show the most notable effects from being direct or 
retrograde in motion. Mercury shows the expected result of the retrograde effect of re-
pressing the qualities of the planet (in red). The groups with the most Mercury retrograde 
have serious problems with their minds. The groups with the least Mercury retrograde are 
mostly great thinkers and communicators (in yellow). 

For Venus, the very opposite situation occurs. The groups most representative of the 
positive Venus qualities are strongly retrograde (in yellow), while the more negative side 
of Venus is most apparent for groups with Venus least retrograde (in red). Unlike Mercury, 
which prefers direct communication, Venus prefers to act in an indirect manner, always 
considering the desires of others.

 
Mercury

Most Retrograde Least Retrograde
Mentally Handicapped 26.0% Brilliant Mind 9.9%
Only Child 25.3% Salesman 13.3%
Stroke 25.2% Spiritual Teachers 13.5%
Mental Illness 24.8% Police 13.6%
Sex Abuse Victim 23.4% Homosexuals 14.5%
Life Short 29- years 22.8% Journalists 14.6%
Sex Offenders 22.8% Singers 15.2%
Teachers K-12 22.7% Children 4+ 15.3%
Artists 22.3% Psychics 15.3%
Murderers 21.8% Fashion Designers 15.9%

            
Venus

Most Retrograde Least Retrograde
Transvestites 12.5% Journalists 1.9%
Spiritual Teachers 12.2% Sex Abuse Victim 3.9%
Models 11.2% Alcoholics 4.3%
Only Child 10.8% Fashion Designers 4.3%
Salesman 10.8% Life Short 29- years 4.5%
Culinary 10.7% Sex Offenders 5.0%
Priests 10.6% Business Owners 5.0%
Children 4+ 10.1% Suicide 5.1%
Sex Symbols 9.8% Composers 5.1%
Comedians 9.8% Out of Body - NDE 5.2%
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aPPendIx 11 – outer Planet ConjunCtIons

There have only been three outer planet conjunctions in the last 150 years. The first was 
Neptune-Pluto in 1891, in Gemini. The second was Uranus-Pluto in 1965, in Virgo. The 
third was Uranus-Neptune in 1993, in Capricorn. This study, for people born within 6 
degrees of each conjunction, contains a large number of people born during the first two 
conjunctions. The third conjunction was too recent to contribute to this study, since the 
people born in 1993 are still in childhood and youth. 

The 1891 conjunction was in the sign of Gemini and produced a whole generation of 
great thinkers and writers, as is typical of Gemini. The 1965 conjunction was in Virgo 
and led to a generation of very troubled people, which we witnessed in the 1980s. This is 
highly consistent with the findings for Virgo in the rest of the study.

Neptune-Pluto Uranus-Pluto
in Gemini in Virgo
1891-1892 1965-1966

Activists Adopted
Astrologers Birth Defect
Composers Criminal Careers

Fiction Writers Drug Abuse
Life Long 80+ years Fighters

Math Physics Life Short 29- years
Military Mentally Handicapped
Mystics Mental Illness
Poets Models

Presidents Same Job 10+ years
Professors Sex Offenders

Spiritual Teachers Sex Workers
Technical Sports
Writers
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